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Liberal arts f acuity to ,meet
on proposed investigation
By Gary Langer
attempt to subvert University written by political science
The faculty of the College of grievance procedures in order to Ac;:i;:ociatp ProfPc;:i;:orc;: Lawrence
Liberal Arts will meet Thursday _bring r~crimination against us, O'Connell, Susan White, and B.
to disc_µss forming a committee and to divert attention from Dean Thomas Trout.
to investigate - charges against Spitz's misconduct in office."
In that letter, the professors
four Political Science DepartBut History Professor Darrett · c~lled ~ertilin _actions ~~en J>y
ment members.
Rutman, a signer of the petition, Gordon, Kayser, Romoser ana'
The special meeting is the first said the purpose of the in- Moore "highly inappropriate and
of its kind in nine years. It was vestigation is "to look into the unprofessional."
called for in a petition signed by situation in the Political Science
The letter- followed the four
15 liberal ·arts faculty members, Department, because there is a_ professors' release to the faculty
as called for by the college's by- problem there which is destruc- of the confidential decision of the
laws.
tive to this institution."
Professional Standards CommitThe petition calls for a~ inThe charges Rutman and the 14
vestigation of charges of un- other petitioners want in- INVESTIGATION, page 9
prof essionalism raised against vestigated were raised in a letter
the four professors who filed
grievance against Allan Spitz,
dean of the College of Liberal Arts.
Those charges were made in
a letter written by three other
Political Science Department
members on March 5.
The four grievants, Professors
By Will Tucker
the last minute," Cox said. "And
Bernard Gordon and George
The Health Services Advisory it was dropped in the committee's
Romoser
and
Associate
Committee voted to support a lap too."
Professors John Kayser and
mandatory health fee plan
Earlier this month, Alice
David Moore, have called the
Friday after considering four Moore, a student member ,of the
proposed investigation "a clear
new health fee proposals.
committee, said she was ''really
The idea of a mandatory health upset" by the way the committee
fee was first proposed by Vice was surprised by Stevens' plan.
·e~e
President for student Affairs,
"The administration just put a
.I.
Richard Stevens late last month. budget in front of us and told us it
His proposal would also raise the would be passed no matter what
$20 health fee to between w ~said about it,' ' she said.
present
academic year.
Stevens has said he did not
Student Body President Doug $30and$40.
In its recommendation, the discuss the mandatory health fee
Cox , said he questioned the
legality of the move. "We had health services committee said it with the health committee earlier
this out two years ago," he said. feels "a mandatory health fee because of the brief time in which
"The Moore Committee came to . should be assessed and the he made his decision on the issue.
Moore said that despite her
the conclusion that the calendar monies collected be channelled
directly to student health ser- displeasure with the handling of
should remain the same."
the proposal she still supported
Pon Hasseltine, a student vices."
Stevens has until March 30 to the -idea of a mandatory health
a(. · ~mic senator, said, "My
primary concern is with im- chose one of the four new health fee.
"Looking at all the alterplementing this calendar a year - fee proposals that were connatives,- it's the only way," she
before..the guidelines were to ex- sidered by the committee.
Stevens' handling of the health said.
pire.
Meeting with the committee
"Those guidelines were passed fee issue drew formal criticism
in good faith," he said. "This from Student Government last _ last week, Stevens said that four '
early change may set a bad week when the Caucus voted years ago both he and President
precedent to the effect that unanimously to criticize the ad- Mills had agreed on a mandatory
ministration for its handling of health fee at UNH, but the plan
st':1den~s may be u~able to have the
matter.
had failed to get past the Board of
faith m the actions of the
Student Body President Doug ·Trustees due to more pressing
AcademicSenate. Cox said, "Personally I'm Cox said Caucus "condemned" concerns of the Board at the time.
Currently, health services
against the proposed calendar. the process because "there
Coming back to school after weren't enough students involved
HEALTH FEE, page 19
from its inception.
CALENDAR. page 20
"The drop
it in our lans at

Health committee
recommends fee

1

Five professors from the People's Republic of China view
UNH's DEC 10 computer during their visit to campus ,vesterday. The professors included UNH in their tour of six U.S.
umversities, the first such tour since the U.S. and China
established full diplomatic relations March 1. (Bob Bauer
photo)

•
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Calendar change Consl
By Dennis Cauchon
An Academic Senate committee has proposed a change in the
academic calendar which would
require students to return after
Christmas to complete the fall
semester.
The Committee on Calendar
and Curricultim has recommended the "calendar guidelines" be
amended to "have at least two
weeks of regular classes -after
Christmas holiday."
The
motion
which
the
Academic Senate will discuss at
their next meeting p_rovides for

seven days of final exams and
-two reading days to be held after
Christmas.
Student government officials
yesterday opposed the changes,
questioning the plan's legality
and calling the action a breach of
good faith.
The current academic calendar
was approved by the Academic
Senate in 1977 for a five year
period ending in the 1982-83
academic year.
The committee has proposed
the calendar be changed one year
earlier than agreed in the 1981-82

. t
T ruste-es, a p po ID
Search Comml•tt- ee.
.
By Kathi Scrizzi
Morse said at the-meetmg that
An 18-member presidential
search co_mmittee was named by ~~~sid~~~~rni; ~~ns~d~red~~t!~
Richard. Morse, chairman of the this semester.
University System Board of
"It may not be possible to have
Trustees at their meeting Satur- a new president appointed prior
day morning.
to Dr. Mills' departure in midThe committee will conduct a summer," he said. "However, I
nationwide search for a suc- prefer to waWuntil late spring to
cessor to President Eugene Mills, consider the status of the search
who will take the position of at that time before deciding a
President at Whittier College in form of interim leadership,
California next fall.
should that approach be apMaynard Heckel, executive propriate."
secretary of the committee, said
Eight faculty members were
that there might not be a replace- appointed to the search c_gmmitment for Mills by next fall, as was tee, along with three students,
previously hoped.
two staff mempers, two alumni
"The selection process is com- and a member of the state
plicated," Heckel said, "so the legislature.
committee probably won't have
Recommendations for memany recommendations available oers of the committee were given
until fall. Appointing an acting to the Board by the Faculty
president will probably be Caucus, the Alumni Council, the
necessary."
staff council and StudenfGOvernment.
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l\1orse said that these recorn-

menda tions were carefully considered, but "special decisions
were made for representation of
women and for representation of
the various c-Olleges."
The UNH student body is
represented by three students,
Douglas Cox, student body
president; Margaret Silvers, a
COMMITIEE, page 6
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Co,n crete canoes: ready, set, go

News Briefs
Senate helps library
The Academic Senate passed a resolution yesterday to help the
library fight inflation.
The resolution said, "Resolved, that a high priority be given to
the Library in the planning of the University budget so that
academic excellence can be maintained. The Library budget
should attempt to offset spiralling inflation and to meet the needs
of new, existing, and revised programs.''
In support of the motion Librarian Donald Vincent noted in the
last 8 years the price of books had risen 106 percent and the price
of periodicals 218 percent.
.

.

More apply to UNH
A record number of applications for the fall freshman class
have been received by the University.
Applications from 3,000 prospective in-state students and 6,011
prospective out-of-state students are being reviewed b~ t~e admissions staff according to Eugene Savage, dean of admis§10ns,
That._reflect~ a two ~rcent increase in ~n-st:ate applications and
.
,
a six percent increase m out-of-state _~~phcatlons.
The applicants face-strong competition. Of the 3000 m-state applicants, 2,400 will be accepted and about 1,530 are expected to
enroll, Savage said.
Of the 6,011 out-of-state applicants, about 1,800 will be accepted
and about 750 are expected to enroll.

Hunger to he studied
Hunger will be the focus of a two-day workshop in the MUB,
March 28 and 29.
"Food Days: Hunger and Self Reliance" will examine why
hunger exists, the need to explore alternatives to practices that
perpetuate hunger, and the need to organi.ze efforts to stop
hunger.
The workshop is sponsored by the United Campus Ministry to
UNH and the Catholic Student Center of the Church of St. Thomas
More in Durham.
"Self reliance means that we accept the responsibility to feed
ourselves so that others can dQ the same," said David Grainger,
campus chaplain. "The program suggests that there are local,
state and institutional choices being made that will determine the
'
.future dimensions of hunger here and elsewhere.''
: Panels on Wednesday will explore why hunger persists, and
Thursday's panel& will explore self reliance.
Speakers at each presentation will attempt to put each issue into a local context.

By Joy Bleakney
At the starting line the contenders hold onto their paddles
with sweaty palms awaiting the
signal-Go.
The representatives from ten to
twenty New England colleges
then start manuevering their
canoes through rocks and white
water.
,
Yet, this is no ordinary spring
canoe race. Most of these contestants are college engineering
students and their crafts are
unique. They are concrete
canoes.
Eight UNH students will be entering the University of Maine's
annual concrete canoe race this
year, and all are prepared to do
welt.
"We're going to win this year,"
said Kim Hansen, a civil
engineering major at the University.
Scott Beliveau, also a civil
engineering major said, "We're
going to pull in first, second and
third. UNH has two trophies and
we want another one."
UNH will have four boats in the
race. They will be manned by:
Kim Hansen, Doug Pineo; Barry
Mils tone. Brian Geary; Denis

By Barbara Malone
Seconds on premium entree's at
dinner are no longer available to
students who eat at the dinine
halls.
'
Inge Lock, associate director of
residential life, said the recent
rise in the cost of living is the
major reason for the new policy
which went into effect following
spring break.
Lock said that there will be one
entree per dinner that students
will not be able to get seconds on.
She said the change does not affect ·seconds at breakfast and
lunch.
"We are cutting back on the

The Student Caucus approved the second and final section of
the !1ew student gover_nanc:e structure drawn up by Vice
President of Student Affairs Richard Stevens Sunday night.
The first section, concerning the size and structure of the
governmental body, was approved by the caucus last Sunday
night.
·The second section deals with the rights and responsibilities of
the Student Senate in academics and student life. There were no
changes in actual ]urisdiction--only changes to adapt it to the new
system.
As before, students will only be able to make recommendations
on matters of academics by going through the Academic Senate.
of
Students will still have the power to approve or dissapprove
/
Student Affairs proposals in the realm of student life.
This section will now be forwarded to Presjdent Eugene Mills
for his approval. A constitutional committee, set up last week by
Caucus chairman Bill Corson, will draw up a constitution for the
new structure, according to Senator Jim Donnelly committee
chairman.
'
r

describing the race. "Last year
thirty-six boats entered and only
ten crossed the finish line. Life
expectancy in the thirty-six
degree wa~er is only fifteen
CANOES, page 21

Seconds limited
On dinner entrees

Caucus grants appr~val
to final governance plan

premium entree's like roast beef
because the cost of food has taken
an unprecedent~d increase,"
Lock said. "But people can still
come back for other entrees.
In the old days, when things
were plush, you could repeat any
entree, but the cost of living now
prevents that, n she said.
The limiting policy has left
some students disgruntled.
"I don't usually go back for
seconds but I object t"Q the policy
in case you do want to go back for
seconds. Some of the foods could
get you sick and you're stuck if
you can't go back," said Rolan
Skinner, a sophomore. "I understand their reasons, because
prices are going up, but I think
they might do something with
management to help the
nroblem.'' she said.
Another student, David. Holtz~an was also annoyed. "I don't
like it because · they're cutting
back on good portions," he said.
"They'll have roast beef and
you'll only be allowed firsts, and
it's a thin slice so ies not very
filling,'' he said.
"It's got to be because they're
running out of money, but it's not
fair cause we~ve paid and they
should have figured out their
budget ahead of time," Holtzman
&aid.
Lock said that when the budget
we being drawn 1.1.P last February
for this year the cost of living increases could not have been forseen.
"I.see no slack for what has hit
DINING HALLS, page 18

Jere Chase ties UNH to the sea

Representatives of every major college and university in New
England are expected to attend the annual convention of the New
England Women's Studies Association at the University on.
Saturday, March 31.
This is'the first year the convention has been held at a northern
New England campus.
Keynote speaker will be Cathe~ine Stimpson, editor of Signs. A
Journal of Women in Culture and Society, the nation's leading
academic journal for women's studies.
Stimpson will speak on "The New Planetarium: Women's
Studies and the Contemporary Mind.''
The convention will be conducted from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the
New England Center.
Registration, including lunch, is $10.
For more information, contact Josephine Donovan at the UNH
women's studies progr~m office.

By Lauren Dill
At first glance, the 45-foqt _
vessel docked at Jerry's Marina :
in Eliot, Maine, looks more like a
sleek tugboat than a research
vessel, but the RIV Jere Cha·se is
the UNH marine program's vital,
lifeline to the Atlantic.
Christened the 'Akpatok' in
1964, the Chase was designed for
research. Its sturdy blue hull and
its tugboatish appearance speak
of its seaworthiness .. No slender
boat could endure the ice-bound
coastline of Newfoundland, as the
'Akpatok' did its first year in a
study of coralline algae.
Following an extended search
for a research vessel, UNH
bought the Akpatok and
rechristened it the "Jere Chase"
after the University trustee who
helped finalize the purchase in
1969.
"It turned out to be ideally
suited to the University," says
Paul Pelletier, who is acting filwtmate of the vessel. Ed Mcintosh,
captain of the Chase, in· on sabbatical in the Bahamas.

Todav will be sunny and windy with highs in the high 308, according to the National Weather Service. Tonight will be clear
with lows in the teens.
Tomorrow will be sunny with temperatures reaching into the
low40s.
Winds wiil be coming from the northwest at about 25 miles per
hour.
There is zero percent chance of precipitation today and tonight.

feet) is perfect for the narrow
depths in the bay; it is quite
seaworthy and very versatile,"
.said Pelletier.
The Chase is well equipped for
overnight stays ~d freque,nt
trips to the Isles of Shaols ten
miles off the coast. Daily traverses are made in the spri~g, sum-

UNH hOsts convention

Mally., Scott Beliveau. AH the
are civil engineering
maJors and belo~· to the American Society for Civil Engineers
<ACE). Who will man the fourth
boat is uncertain at the moment.
"It's tough,~· said Hansen
stu~ents

"The boat's shallow draft (four

JERE CHASE, page 7
•••
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The R/V Jere Chase: UNH's link to the Atlantic. <Bob Bauer
photo)
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Poulto:D discounts
$500 tuition hike

Spring for sure: crocuses pµsh up through the remnants of last fall. (Bob Bauer photo)

Town to ellact noise,. law By Pam Dey
The Durham Board of Selectmen will write an ordinance controlling the amount of noise
coming from private property
and the University , Administrative Assistant to the
Selectmen Allen Edmund said
yesterday.
Selectman Owen Durgin said
there is a " pretty high likelihood" that the ordinance will
become law.
A citizen petition written by
UNH History Professor Hans
Heilbronner was brought to this
months town meeting. According
to Heilbronner, the petition included a $25 fine if a noise could
be clearly heard 30 feet beyond
its source.
The town voted to instruct the
Board of Selectmen to construct a
new ordinance along the same
lines as the petition Heilbronner
said.
" They 've been instructed to
come in with an ordinance
prohibiting noise through amplification," he said.
· _
Amplified music is a major
concern of townspeople Edmund
said.
Heil bronner complained . of
having to cancel classes twice

due to noise blasting from Randall Hall:- "I've gone over manv
more times than that to ~sk
them to turn down their music.
Nobody has the right to impose
their noise or taste of music on
me when rm outside,,; he said.
He continued to say that the
motion is not an anti-student action. "It's an anti-noise action."
Edmund stated that in order to
draw up an ordinance, the noise
level will have to be measureable
in terms of decibels. "We'll see

Funds voted for
womens athletics
Hy Heth Albert

The Uni.yersity System Board
of Trustees ha,s approved a
capital budget request of
$1,161,000 to improve athletic
facilities at UNH.
If appropriated by the state,
the money will be used to ensure
. the University's compliance to
anti-discrimination laws in the
area of women's athletics, according to Gary Wulf, director of the
University Systems personnel of_fice.

Decision -expected
on MUB charges
By Mike Kelly_
.
President Eugene Mills pla~s
to make a recommendation this
, ~eek on charges that the University's Food and Beverage Administration may have encouraged bribes and violated
other University regulations.
Mills said yestyerday that _h e
had received a report from Vice
President for Student Affairs
Richard Stevens, who has been
investigating the charges at
Mills' reouest. -"I have been studying the report and hope m lhe next few
days to have something to say on
it" said Mills.
Stevens' report ended a week of
investfgatiOn work. The report is
ten pages long and comes with 31
pages of evidence, said Stevens.
Stevens said that the evidence
he collected did not ''in several
instances"- support the charges
made in February -by former
MUB Catering Coordinator and
Pub Manager Rich Kane that the
Food and Beverage Services administration encouraged bribes
from food purveyers, oc. casionally misused student _funds
and employed poor business
practices. "'

what the national standards for
noise levels are, and then draw
·up an ordinance around that,'' he
said.
_
Random noise level samples
will be taken iri Durham during
the next two weeks Edmund said.
Following the drafting of a
noise ordinance, two hearings
will be held as part of the Board
of Selectmen's Monday night
meetings giving students and
residents an opportunity to voice
their opinions on the ordinance.

Kane also charge Scott Migala,
assistant director of food and
beverages, with harassing him
and intimidating student and full
time workers in the MUB kitchen.
Stevens made no conclusions in
his report and declined to comment on the specific charges,
saying that his job was only to
"provide data" for Mills' consideration.
Stevens said he interviewed
'Migala and Kane at length, arid
that he and an investigative subcommittee formed by the MUB
Board of Governors interviewed
a "considerable" number of
MUB employees as part of the investigation.

A Student Caucus committee
formed Feb. 4, also investigated
Kane's charges, but, according to
Stevens, that committee has
discontinued its investigation and
disbanded.
Stevens had worked with the
Caucus committee in the early
stages of the ·investigations, but
quit, he said yesterday because
he "couldn't obtain an a~eement
from the committee that tht:,Y
would be willing to · treat the
material confidentialli''

- "We looked at our own internal
needs Jo comply with the federal
law," Wulf said yesterday. The
addition to the field house will in-

clude a gymnasium, locker room

space, training space and equipment facilities.
The Board unanimously approved the budget request after
hearing a report by Stacey Cole
of the Board's property and '
physical development committee:
Dayton Duncan, governor
Hugh Gallen's press seci:_etary,
said it is too early to tell how the
governor feels about this particular budget request.
The Public Works Committee
of the state House of Representatives will viSif campus on March
30, according to W. Arthur
Grant,
university
system
secretary. "They will receive
presentations on capital budget
items and report their findings to
the House,'' he said.
The capital budget request bill
will then be submitted to the
governor before the legislature
adjourns on July 1.
The approved budget request is
an increase from the originally
requested budget of-$800,000 last
July. The increase in funds is
needed because the originalarea
of the addition was moved.
"We had to relocate the major
addition. Originally· the addition
was to be built on the backside of
the field house, but that changed

By Brian Broad
University System Chancellor
Bruce Poulton has denied that
there will be a $500 increase in instate tuition, as predicted last
week by Senate Finance Chairman and former University
Trustee D. Alan Rock.
Rock had said the increase
would be necessary if Governor
Hugh Gallen's proposed budget is
passed by the Legislature and if
the trustees do not vote to cut
their budget voluntarily.
Poulton said that Rock's figure
was reasonable, but that he
thinks there will be ''only a
modest increase if any.''
"It is my own sense that the
Legislature will try to give us
more support that the Governor
has
recommended,''
s-aid
~
Poulton.
The trustees have asked for a
34 percent increase over the next
two years while Gallen has
proposed a 5 percent increase.
"Anything in between will mean
less of an increase," said Rock.
Rock also predicted that out-ofstate tuition will rise by $1,500.
Poulton, however, said that the
out-of-state tuition "must reflect
the cost of their education" and

that this would not be calculated
until the end of the school year:
Rock said that the finance
a>mmittee would not increase the
Gove""'"5 '-'l&et on its own. "I
want the governor to~ before
us and say he made a mistake,"
Rock said.
"I think it is the Governor's
feeling," said Gallen's -press
secretary Dayton Duncan, "that
the trustees should dir~t some
attention to how the syst;eul spends
its mon~ and perhaps reof.~r·
its prmrmes. "
-- "The governor had to weigh the
whole budget package when it
w~s: _iml.>mitt~d , "

Dunc:;an

~~id.

"If the Legislature decides that
the Universlty System can't flinction on an additional five percent, then we will have to decide
which other state programs will
be cut back or find more money."
"My huncb is that the University system should not expect to
get everything they ask for,''
Duncan said.
The lack of response from the
University community has surprised Rock. "I can't imagine•
that there isn't a cry of outrage
over the Governor's recommendation," he said.

Town incinerfttor
violates air laws
By Beth Albert
Durham town officials are
negotiating with the Environmental Protection Agency <EPA)
to continue use of an unlawful incinerator until a new incinerator
is built this spring.
The present incinerator is
"significantly in excess of the
applicable limitations of air
pollution," according to the EPA.
The EPA found the UNHDurham co-owned incinerator on
Durham Point Road unaccept. able to pollution stanqards two to
three years ago, according to,
George Crom by, Durham Town

official.
The incinerator has been
working for the past ten years
and burns 85 to 100 tons of refuge
a week, he said.
Two years ago the town looked
into upgrading the existing incinerator and found it would cost

a quarter of a million dollars,"
Cromby said.
After examining a variety of
other alternatives, he said it w.as
decided at the Durham Town
Meeting last year to spend $2.4
.million to construct a new incinerator by the UNH heating
plant.
Cromby hopes to b~ld the new
incinerator this spring. In the
meantime, he is waiting to hear
from EPA officials as to whether
Durham and UNH may still use
the existing plant.
Cromby said the new incineratot, which will be Jocated
on the UNH campus, will use fhe
g~sses from burnin~ refu~e to
produce steam energy.
The twelve surrounding com·
munities that form the Lamprey
Regional Cooperative
use the

will

INCINERATOR, page 17

because the building would have

overl~pped

the back road and the
baseball field.
"The new location is on the
front corner, the/ side closest to
campus. The change in location
wilL require some blasting so
more money was needed," Wulf
said.
Vincent Todd, director of the
university system pnysical plant
FUNDS, page 11

Two students enjoy a solitary moment in the Ravine as T-Hall
rises in the backgroung. <Bob Bauer photo)
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Applications for staff positions
are due this Thurst!ay, March 29,room 151,MllB
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ABOUT YOUR FUTURE?

S.exuftlity week held
to he held at UNH
The University's fifth annual sexuality week will begin this
year on Tuesday, April 3.
The "week" will actually stretch over one month. A video tape
presentation will be made on Mondays, films will be shown on
Tuesdays, workshops and other live presentations will be offered
on Wednesdays.
Warren Farrell, author of the book "The Liberated Man," will
open the events with a speech at 7 p.m. in the Strafford Room of
the Memorial Union Building.
Farrell will talk about the roles men have played and how they
are trapped by cuitural expectations u1to playing those roles.
~ ·arre11 · s talk w111 oe tollowea oy a question ano answer period.
Later, members of the audience will be able to take part in a'rolereversal dating sossion and a men's beauty conte,:,t.

Discover the career opportunities
available in the BANKING field.
A panel of distinguished Faculty and
Alumni will discuss BANKING as a caree
from their own perspectives.
Come join us f<?r an evening of Career
,.
Information.

EDNESDAY MARCH 28
7:30 PM
John S~ Elliott Alumni Center
EVERYONE WELCOME!! l

·

Admission to Farrell's presentation is $2 for the general public
and $1 for UNH students.
Other activities will include films, panel presentations and
discussions.
Human Sexuality Week is sponsored by th~ UNH Office of
Residential Life, Hood House, Dean of Students Office. the Office
~of Student. activities, Student Government, MUSO, and the
' Women's Center.
_

Weare
Reopening Soon
at Hampton Beach!
We are now training people
for full and part time
crew. Flexible hours. Earn
some extra money in a
friendly and fun place.
Come talk to us Mon-Fri
2-5 p.m. Ocean Blvd. and
D St. Hampton Beach.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Good selection of 1979
calendars - 75% OFF

Kliban cat totes, pillows, cards
OUIJA, BOGGLE, LIFE, SCRABBLE,
MONOPOLY, MASTERMIND, SORRY,
CLUE, RISK, FAMILY FEUD, OBSESSION, and
many more including starting
board games for children.
LEGOS, LOG CABINS, BRISTLE
BLOCKS, TINKER TOYS, MATCHBOX
CARS, FISHER PRICE TOYS,
INTRODUCTORY AND ELEMENTARY
PUZZLES (including puzzle of U.S.A.)

Plus several tables of sale

books - hardcover and
paper: SAVE 30-70% OFF.

OPEN .MONDAY-FRIDAY 9AM-7PM,
SATURDAY 9-5 SUNDAY 11-5
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Foreign
students
face tuitiori
problems
By Joy Bleakney
- About a quarter of UNH's 100
foreign students have problems
paying tuition on time because of
their c.ountries' politics and
foreign exchange controls.
Thomas Harvey, business administrator, said two Guyanese
students paid tuition late
because , "their country does not
allow funds to leave the country
unless · the same amount comes
in."
Se.veral Iranian students
haven't been able to pay this
semester's

tuition

TREAT YOURSELF WITH
SOMETHING NEW FOR
Spreads, Mobiles , Mugs
Plants, Flowers

Hi From

MUSIC DEPARTMENT STUDENTS RECITAL: Bratton
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, at 1 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: The UNH Dance Theater Company will perform works in jazz, modern dance, and ballet.
Johnso n Theater, 8 p.m. UNH students/senior
citizens/military $2; general admission $3.
1

Come in and browse
at THE RED CARPET

because

•

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28
FOOD DAY: Hunger and Self-Reliance. A two-day
prvgram designed to address world hunger. Continues on
Thursday, March 29: Films, discussions, and le~tures will be

near the Franklin Theater

on Jenkms Court

held irr the

Room, Memorial Union,

P~ANT

SALE: Choose from a wide variety of plants at
reasonable prices. Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union,.
from 10 a:m.-5 p.m. Sponsored by Student ~ctivities. Continues through Friday, March 30.

,.-

44 MAIN ST.-DURHAM
THEOUTBACKISACRAFT
STO_RE
THE OUT BACK IS A
CRAFT STORE
Yes it is! Nevermind that it sells jelly
beans and furniture and lamps and fabric
and baskets and picture frames and Tiddly
Winks while other craft stores content themselves with clay and styrofoam and balsa
wood .
I bring you things from all aver - and you
turn them into crafts.

RECIPES
USING
JELLYBEANS

PHONE 868-702
COUPON
FILM DEVELOPING
SPECIAL 50¢ OFF
ON PROCESSI_NG AND
PRINTING OF ANY
-sIZE COLOR OR B&W
~ ROLL OF FILM
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER
ROLL
OFFER EXPIRES
APRIL20

Peppermint Patty;

UNIVERSITY THEATER: The UNH Dance Theater will
perform works in jazz, modern dance, and ballet. Two periormances: 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Johnson Theater. UNH
students/senior citizens/military $2; general $3.
FOOD DAY: "Smorgasbord for a Small Planet." Cookingd~monstration and meal served by the International Women's
Group. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 6 p.m. Donation'
$2. Tickets on sale at the MUB Ticket Office. Also, presen· .tation on "Self-Reliance: The Role of Appropriate
Technology." Strafford Room, 8 p.m.
SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB PRESENTS: "The Market and
Class Struggle in the Transition to Socialism." H'amiltonSmith Hall, Room 42, at 7:30 p.m.
PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE CONCERT: Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m.

2 chocolate pudding jelly beans
1 ice bl,µe mint jelly ./,lean

GROOVIES

Carmval sna-ck

Have you seen my groovies? Have you
seeri ·t hem now that they are painted? Have
you seen the groovie chair? and the groovie
table? and the little groovie book case?
A custom.er thought of the name groovie
-I'm jealous-I wish I had. The idea of furniture that fits together without tools and
comes apart again is from a book from
Sweden . A furniture maker from Canterbury, N.H. made 10 sets of each of these
for me to sell to you. That's all that there
are of these in the world!

I cotton candy jelly bean
2 root beJ.r jelly beans

Frmtt;up

] .t angerine jelly bean
I watermelon jelly bean
I lemon Lim~elly bean

Mounds Har

I chocolate pudding jelly bean
2 cocoa nut jelly beans

YES, 'DIE JEILY BEANS
ARE BACK IN STO~K

DISCO MAKE-UP COMING SOON

I don't sit at home drea.ming these things
up - you do - those are your recipes - I
linew if I brought you jelly beans you
would come through and you did!!!!! r
I bring you baskets and you put ribbons
on theme I bring you picture frames and you
frame your husbands old tennis shoes and
y~ur kids disgarded - blanket - I bring you
fabric and you make kites and quilts and
doll house wallpaper, and valentines . Just
beautiful valentines - with soft pink fabric ·
and lace " thousands of them - you sit at the
craft table and produce them as thoug~
you were planning a whole carnival.

Disco-mania is coming to Durham, and

THE OUT BACK is_10J~ to.Jtf!.!. into
the act too, with DISCO MAKE Ut".
Y.ou like our stage make-up supplies at
Halloween - now that same company is
manufacturing a line of disco make up.
We had a grand. time in here one afternoon trying out "DISCO-DUST" - "eyelustre" - "nail glow" and other assorted
georgeousnesses ana are invitinLJOU too to become a RAVING B~AUTY

ANow
SUPER
CRAFT~ that Valentine's Day is over, and

FROM THE OUTBACK!
Please call for an appointment - we are
thinking of Saturday afternoons. We are
limiting this to ten potential "Raving
Beauties" and may want to see you in advance .

while you ar'e waiting for me to set up a
super Easter craft table, complete with
eggs, dye, and real Ukranian tools, not to
mention baskets, ribbon, and glue pots how

. ~b~"IN't>btt ~e:

CUSTOM FRAMING

DOLL HOUSE MAKING
AND
DOLL
HOUSE
FURNITURE MAKING
WI'fil PHYLLIS JELLISON.

There are now three ways to frame your
picture (or your child's blanket) at the Out
Back. You can use pre-cut mats and .preassembled frames, or you can come in and
let us cut everything to exactly fit yourpicture and sho~ ~ou how to .E..Ut it to€ether .
OR you can ~T NEIL uO IT ALL.
He is a professional too! (like Phyllis
who we mentioned earlier) .

Phyllis i<s a professional - she has written
2 books, she has taught at the University
and she is an artist. Come down and see.the '--..
doll house which she is working on and sign
up/or her class.
·
The Easter tglile will be ready April I.

Just developing - not film. Here's a
coupon to get you started . You absolutely
must bring in the coupon in order to get the
50¢ savings.
Try it out - the salesman who came by
the store and talked me into it said they did
ve" good work!
-

Hillsborough-Sulliv~n

beginning at 10:30 on both days. Sponsored by the United
Campus Ministry Office and the Church of St. Thomas
More .

THE OUT.BA

NOW
SOMETHING
ELSE NEW - PICTURE
DEVELOPING

TUESDAY, March 27
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Romantic
Rebellion," Jeffry M ~ Diefendorf, History, Richards
Auditorium, Murkland Hall, from 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

SPRING

money has not been allowed to
leave Iran since its political
upheaval.
"We contacted other universities to find out how they were
handling the situation," said
Harvey, ''before making our
decision.
"Since the stude-nts have gotten
.through- first semester, have
FOREIGN STUDENTS, page 8

.campus calendar

DISCUSSION ON ESP: Featuring Psychic Bunny Lennon.
Sackett House mini dorm, 8:45-10:30 p.m.

THURSDA y' March 29
AIP SEMINAR: ,., An In Situ Sensor System for
Measurement of Dissolved Ozone," R. Smart, Chemistry.
Roo~ L..:103r Parsons. Hall, 11 a.m.-12 neon.
FRIENDS OF THE UNH LIBRARY PRESENT: Poetry
reading_ and informal talk by Donald Hall, N.H. poet,
author, and anthologist. Forum Room, Library, 4 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: 'The Alleghenian
Orogeny in the Light of Investigations in the Narragansett
Basin, S.E. New - England," Dr.- James Skehan, Boston
College. Room 303, James Hall, 4-5 p.m.
AREA II PROGRAMMING BOARD PRESENTS: "A
Discussion of Dreams and Their Interpretat~ons," featuring
Dr. David Van Nuys, exchange. p~ofessor from California.
Randall Lounge, 8 p.m.
·
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "Cousin, Cousine," st~rring MarieChristine Berrault ~·nd Victor Lanoux. Strafford Room,
· Memorial Unfon, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO
Film Pass.
The ~'Campus C:ilendar'' appears in each issue of The New
Hampshire. Please submit information to the Admfoistration Office, R~om 322, Memorial Union.

TOYS&GAMES
THERE

is still a little room left
down here to tell you that we are sellL'!P
toys and games including PLAY DOUGH,

from
Jackie

TIDDLY WINKS, ERECTOR
SETS, MONOPOLY, CHINESE
CHECKERS, CHESS, PICK UP
STICKS, CHECKERS, CHESS,
BACKGAMMON, SCRABBLE,
SLINKIES, MAGNETS, AND
NERF FOOTBAL'tS.

/

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office hours:
Tuesday and Thursday 1 to 3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a .m. to 2 p.m.
Academic year subscription: $9.00. · Third cla~s postage paid at Durham,
N.H. 03824 . Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for "typographical or other errors, but will
reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears,
if notified immediately. POSTl\fi\STER: send address changes to -The New
Hampshire, Room lal. MUB, l ' NH, Durham, N.11. o:~82-1. 11,000 copies per
issue printed at Courier: Puhlishing Co._, Rochester, N.11.
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Search
notices

•

COIDIDlttee
COMMITIEE

GENERAL
COMEDY FILMS - LAUREL AND HARDY: Saturday,
March 31, Devine rec. room, continuous from 9~12 p.m.
· Free admission. Sponsored by the Area II Progra,mming Board.
CHRISTIAN COFFEE HOUSE: Saturday, March 31,
Hubbard main lounge, from 8-11 p.m. Featuring Morningstar and local talent. Donation 50 cents. Sponsored
by the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.
LOST AND FOUND SALE: W~dnesday, March 28, information Center, Memorial Union, beginning at 8 a.m.
All goods turned into Lost and Found between Christmas
break :ind spring break will be sold at reasonable prices.
Articles include sweaters, gym clothes, hats, mittens,

continued from page 1
junior; and- Marshall Rowe, a
graduate student.
Silvers said she is concerned
about this low percentage of
students representation. "The
University exists for the students'
benefits. I've found that tbe
students are concerned about it
- a lot of people have asked me
how many students were put on
the committee.''
"I realize though," she said,
"that the faculty have more expertise in these matters. I just
hope that our opinions will be as
respected as everyone else's."·
Paul Holloway, vice-chairman
of the Board was appointed
chairman of the committee, and
Dorothy Kraft, alumna of UNH
arid member of the Board was
appointed vice-chairman.
Holloway, who is out-of-town,
will not be available until April 1,
so any preliminary meetings of
the committee will not be held un-

Mythology in Ancient America," by Dr. William Back.Water Resources Division, USGS, Restion, Virginia. Dr.
Back is the 1978 Birdsall Distinguished Lecturer in
Hydrogeology for the Hydrogefilogy Division of the
Geological Society of America. Thursday, April 12,'
Forum Room, Library, 4-p.m.
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: BEG
SOS. This course provides instruction in creating and
editiQg program and d~ta files on the DECsystem 10
using the SOS text editor. The. SOS program is easy to
learn to use, and sufficiently flexible to meet most users'
needs. Course meets Tuesday, April 3, in Kingsbury
M308, from 3-4:30 p.m. For registration. stoo bv
Kingsbury. Hall, Mill, or call 862-2323 at least one da_Y
in advance.

glovos, ccarvoc, toxtbooko, !H pairs of glossoG <frames in

good condition), shoes, children's things, and specialty
items such as a terrarium, a thermos, a mouthguard,
etc. Come and check us out! Something for everyone.
CAFE FRANCAIS: Wednesday, March 28, Room 101,
Murkland Hall, from 3:30-4:30 p.m. Help celebrate the
Eiffel Tower's 90th birthday!
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Meets Tuesday
evenings, Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield
House, at 7 p.m.
INFORMATIONAL MEETING - STUDENT ADMISSIONS REPRESENTATIVES: Students interested
in becoming Student Admissions Reps. are invited to at1' tend a meeting on Wednesday, March 28, Senate Room,
Memorial Union, at 4:30 p.m. This meeting is a prelude
to the selection process for next year's reps. Interested
students may pick up an application beginning Tuesday,
March 'n. Interviews to begin second wee~ in April.

ACADEMIC
WASHINGTON INTERNSHIPS: Application deadline
for the fall semester is April 15. Stop by the Ombudsman's Office, Hamilton-Smith 51, or call 862-1087.
INER PUBLIC LECTURE: "Hydrogeology and

·CAREER

.,,

CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 3, Module
D: Locating occupational Information. This module will
assist you in locating occupational and career information. You will also take a career interest survey.
Wednesday, March 28, Rockingham Room, Memorial
Union, from 6:30-8:30 p.m.

ti1 early April; according to
Heckel.
Eight (acuity- members were
named to the Search Committee:
Alexander Amell, IJrofessor of
chemistry, Richard Davis, dean
of the College of Engineering and
Physical Sciences; Andrew
Mooradian, director of Men's Intercollegiate Athletics; Patrician
Dean; assistant professor ·of nursing; Roland Kimball, professor
of education and chairman of that
department; Linda Sprague,
associate professor of business
administration, Judith Trujillo,
instructor
in
consumer
education; and Duane Whittier,
professor of philosophy.
The committee was completed
with members of the staff, the
community and alumni. They
·are: Judith Beliveau, a clerk in the
physical plant maintenance an
operations di vision; 'G"erald
Boothby 1 assistant to the director
of Physical Plant Maintenance
and Operations; Norman lV,lyers,
a Newington resident and member of the state legislature;
James Powers, first vicepresident of the Alumni
Association; and FranciS- Robinson, a Durham resident and for. mer alumni trustee.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
PARAPSYCHOLOGY CLUB PRESENTS: "Ways of
Knowing," by Bob Gallo. Tuesday, April 3,
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, at 7:30
p.m.

PHI CHI THETA MEETING: Tuesday, March 27, Room
401 (Faculty Room), McConnell Hall, at 6:.30 p.m.
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING: Every Tuesday
evening, Senate-Merrimack Room, Memorial Union,
from 8-10 p.m. Free instruction is offered to anyone with
an interest irrfolk dancing: Come and join us. Sponsored \
by the Durham Reelers.

•
•
•
•

Extenslve Menu
No Party Too Large or Small
Ou·r Prices Will Surprise You ·
Call for Free Estimate .

The "notices" section appears in each issue of The New
Hampshire. Please submit information to the Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial Union.
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gloves
mittens
hats
sanQals
books
boatshoes
scarves
sweaters
shirts
pants
mouth guard
spoons
mug
lighter

6
'

t
t6

.

terrari~m
notebooks
tennis raquet press
thermos
eyeglasses and cases
clipboards
pamphlets
and more.

'

t
t

·

LOST AND FOUND SALE!

Starts 8 a.m~
March28
INFORMATION CENTER
MEMORI~L UNION

•

't

- Due to a problem with addresses
some senior-portrait proofs
were mailed to the yearbook office
The following seniors may pick up
their proofs in room 125 the MUB:

of

David Allison
Timothy Benson
Martha Bergstrom
Michelle Champagne
Melinda Cummings
Sheryl Dewhurst
Kevin Fitzgerald
Sheilah Glennon
Marie Gross
Claire Hendry
David Jackson
Peter Karlsen ·
Elizabeth Kidder
KarenKing
Leah Lincoln
Suzanne Lynch
Donna Marton
Steve Moore
MaryNawoj
Mike Nikitas
John Perkins
Susie Shahgori
Kevin
ArleneSmith
Wilson
Don Wohlfarth

•

~~!i~:ro~§t: PROOFS MUST BE RETURNED

'

TO THE STUDIO BY APRIL7.
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Jere .Chase
JERE CHAS E
continu_ed from page 2

mer, and fall. Chris Emerich, a
graduate student who regularly
makes iise of the Jere Ch~se,
estimates that during the harsh

Pelletier says, "Whene_ver_the
rate of three gauons an nour ·
"We can go a long way on a full
tank," Pelletier says.
With only two to three .days a
week at sea during the wi~ter

Chase isn't underway,-it's being
maintained."
And after years of working with
boats Pelletier says he has
become accustomed to the never
· t enance wo rk .
ending mam
Reflecting a moment, he ~ys,
"An old seaman once said, 'A
boat is never finished until it's
sunk _ and then some damn fool
will raise it UJH\l:!ain.' "

~~~~,~~~ee~~~~~=n~a~=~==~~~~~~~==~
a week are made.
·ii
Inside
the
Chase's
wheelhouse, there is enough
navigational equipment to satisfy
any helmsman, including ship-to- ·
shore radio, radar, a Loran
reciever used in plotting stations,
and two depth sounders, one
which resembles a mini electrocardiograph.
Hours:
In addition to the usual ·
M-S 9-5:30
navigational equipment in the
PHONE
pilothouse, the Chase has a deck29 Main St.
Th. &Fri Ev
level lab with drying racks.
Durha~,
N.II.
·uu &
marine sampling equipment, and
ari· A-fra.me hydraulic winch for
taking sample cores of ocean
MUSO and Making Conneqions Film Series
sediment.
.
Most of the diving and subtidal
present
collection for the Jackson
.JIMMYCUFF~
Estuarine Lab is made from the
THE HARDER THEY COME
Jere Chase.
And there have never been any
diving injuries from teams
working from the Chase,
because, Pelletier says, "We run
a pretty tight progra.m. Ev.eryone
sticks to the rules, mcludmg the
professors."
Drysuits are usually used,
although Pelletier says there are
always some "brave souls" who
use wetsuits - skin-tight rubber
diving suits which must be donned
and filled with seawater befone
diving, whether the water is -20
degrees or not.
B·elow d·e cks, the Cha~e's
spotless engine room has stooping room only.
The fuel tanks hold 600 gallons
of oil. Pelletier says the four
cylinder eµgine "sips fuel at the
months, the Jere t;nase spenas a
lot of time at dock .. Part of
Pelletiet"s full time job as first
mate involves tinkering and
.rn intenance.
~

a6s-1os1

-TONIGHT

Strafford Room, MUB
7:00 pm and 9:30 pm
FREE ADMISSION

Congreve to increase
female reside~ts
By Nancy Notis
.
Starting in September of l!n9 Congreve Hall will increase its
percentage of female residents from 36 t<r50 percent.
The reasons for the change according to Housing Co-ordinator
Marc Robillard are based on the rising enrollment of women
coming into tli_e university, thus causing the build-ups on campus
to be predominately female.
"The equalization is ~ignificant a:nd conducive ~o understanding and programmmg for. !D~le/female dynamt~. ~me
side benefits should be a reduction m the overall detenoration,
noise level and dorm damages,'' said Robillard.
Offered three alternatives by residential life, Congreve resi
dents chose a redistribution plan that will switch women residents to the south side and men fo the north on the 1st and 3rd
floors. Currently, females live on the north side of the dorm and
males live on the south.
Accoratng to Res1aent1a1 Lite changmg Congreve instead ofa
single-sex dorm is less drastic, because Congreve is already coed.
"It will be less of a problem to displace, let's say 36 from
Congreve instead of a possible 100 or more from a dorm like Alexander. Realistically, displacement in Congreve should really not
be a big problem because people will be leaving the dorl!l.
Seniors, people moving off campus and thos~ ~ho drop o~,t wµ1
leave vacancies for those who want to remam m the hall, said
Henry Bronson, a member of the committee that studied the
changes.
·. .
.
Residents of the dorm showed concerns over deteriorating conditions on south side in comparison to the better ~onditions on the
north side of the dorm.
"I don't think its fair to make people move into an area where
bathrooms are faulty, plaster is off the walls, floor tiles are up
,
and light fixtures are broken," said one dorm resident.
According to Congreve Head Resident Kathy Bachelder, a proposal submitted two months.ago for repairs in the dorm may ease
some of the students' concern.
S*SSSCSSSSSSSSSS 1 1Si'5
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Advertise in the class ads!
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FOOD DAYS

I*

••
!

HUNGER

I

I

&
SELF-RELIANCE

.*

MARCH 28-29 .

**

MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING
- HILLSBOROUGH-SULLIVAN ROOMS
UNIVERSITY OF N.H.

The HUMAN SEXUALITY SERIES
introdu.ces

Sponsors:

''THE LIBERATED MAN,,.

UNITED CAMPUS1MINISTRY

DR. WARREN FARRELL

and

Catholic Student Center

Tuesday, April 3, 1979
7:oo p.m.
Strafford RO~m (note c~ange from

Church of St. Thomas More
This program is designed to ~ddress several '
needs; (1) theneedforustobetterunderstand
why hunger persists, (2) the need to explore
a1ternativestopresentpracticesthatperpectuate hunger and(~) the need to orga.nize
ourselves in constructive efforts to alleviate
present and ~~tyre hunger.

*
**

-/ Granite State Room.)
$1.00 Students $2.00 non-students
at the MUB ticket office

i•
I

·1

I
*it
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·Harvey said students from
West African countries, Iran,
Greece, and Cyprus have funds
that usually are delayed because
of their countries' currency contlfols .

Foreign _
students

answers to
collegiate crossword -

FOREIGN STUDENTS
continued from page 5

started second semester , and
because we wanted to treat them
(Iranian students ) the same as
other universities , we decided to
let them stay.
" If the situation stays the same
in Iran and the students can't pay
for next semester's tuition, it will
be up to the trustees this s-u mmer
to decide if the Iranian students
can stay."
Harvey said all students must
have proof of funds and do hours
of paper work before they are
admitted to UNH.
H

...

NH

YOUN-G 'S
RESTAURANT
;:

.

·

This weeks Breakfast Special·:

.

~

~

LESTER PERSKY lftd MICHAEL BUTLER Pradud•
A MILOS FORMAN r•a1 RAGNI, RADO .... MacDERMOfS "HAIR"
Stamtl,JOHN SAVAGE· TREAT WILLIAMS· BEVERLY D'ANGELO ·ANNIE GOLDEN· DORSEY WRIGHT
DON DACUS· CHERYL BARNES 1111 MELBA MOORE Based..:"~~ GEROME RAGNI, JAMES RADO
....."'~GALI MacDERMOT ~,..,.._ROBERT GREENHUT o..a.a1~.""' MIROSLAV ONORICEK
~"'MICHAEL WELLER a-.r.-."' lWYLA THARP
,...,... "' LESTER PERSKY lftd MICHAEL BUTlfR Ooedld"' MILOS FORPMN
ACIP Feature

A

Panavism9 ~ I On1111al '*-11111 Plc1ure Sound Track Album on RCA Renwds &.'apes

IPGIWTM.IU..:ISl&lSTEOel
_ _ _ ,.,, _____ .__-;J

eo,,,...,,.

<

•97•

u~'°"""'"•Coo o

A,.,.,,.,..,.,•..,

Iaa1

DOlB'I STBBl

r

1 Egg; any style

Homefries
Toast
Tea or Coffee
99¢

f .....fracl 51_,

TUntt1dArt11ts
A l ransamerica Company

COMING SOON

- Breakfast Specials Run From
6; 00-!1: 3~ Al\!" Da!~.J

WANTED:
QUALIFIED WORK STUDY APPLICANTS
FOR SUMMER AT SCHOOL LOCATED IN
DEERFIELD - 20 MIN FROM UNH.
EXCELLENT OPPORJ:UNITY FOR HANDS
ON EXPERIENCE .ASSISTING PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATIONAL, RECREATIONAL AND
THERAPUTIC STAFF IN THE FOLLOWING
AREAS:
TEACHING, SPECIAL EDUCATION, ENRICHMENT
AND REMEDIAL PROGRAM, GROUP COUNCIL/NG, RECREATION,

-vocA TIONAL AND

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
$4.00/PHR. PLEASE CONTACT AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE DICK GOYETTE, BUBBLING BROOK SCHOOL
DEERFIELD, N.H. CALL FROM 12-4 P.M. MON-FRI.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.
TEL. 463-8316.

~.

MARCH 28-30
C 10 a.m. - 5 pJ'O·
arrofl-BelknaP Rift:.
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''there may be some people who
intend to exact recrimination for
our continuing efforts to press for
an equitable solution to the
grievance."
In Friday's letter, the four
· grievants called on Miils to ensure that no recrimination be
taken against them for filing
their grievance, as Mills
promised in his Feb. 28 ruling on
ffiecase.

Liberal arts faculty to lneet
INVESTIGATION
continued from page 1

professional,'' he said.
held Thursday at 4 p.m. in
Moore said yesterday that "my
Murkland Hall's Richards
tee regarding their grievance interpretation of their (White,
Auditorium.
Moore said he thinks the
against Spitz, accompanied by a O'Connell's and Trout's) letter
petition was written because
letter calling on the faculty to was that they were basically not
reject UNH President Eugene happy with the four of us going
p9blic with our criticism of Dean • • ,. $' .• • • : .• : :• : .•: :•: :•: ~·:
Mills' decision on the case.
The committee found that Spitz Spitz and our refusal to accept
intruded in a promotion and the decision of President Mills.''
tenure case in the Political Science
"I don't think anyone can say
Department and recommended those are formal charges against
to Mills that "immediate ac- us," he said. "No one has filed
-ti on be taken to deal with these any grievance to the best of our
serious attempts to violate duly knowledge."
recognized upiversity guidelines
Friday, the grievants -cirfor promotion and tenure ... "
cu1ated a copy of the petition
In a controversial decision, calling for the special meeting,
however. Mills ruled that Spitz's including a letter in which they
actions were "appropriate within called the proposed invest1gat1on ·
the context of his administrative an "attempt to circumvent
responsibilities as Dean ... ''
University procedure on behalf of
In their March 5 letter, O'Con- Dean Spitz."
nell, White and Trout opposed the
Rutman said that charge is
grievants' call for a rejection of "not true at all, and I really
Mills' decision, and said "we con- resent it."
sider it highly inappropriate and
The issue, Rutman said,
unprofessional for them to invoke "should have been resolved in the
the decision of the Department Political Science Department,
Promotion and Tenure Commit- but they are unable to do that, so
tee .. .in order to support _con- it is up to the faculty."
tinuation · of their personal _ "I've hoped to high heaven it
grievance ... "
would end," Rutman said, "but it
Trout and White declined to hasn't, it's gone on and on, to the
comme~t on the issue yesterday, detriment of the University."
and O'Connell, who is the departIn their petition, -the 15 faculty
ment chairman, was out of town. members call for the formation
Moore said yesterday that no of a five-member committee to
charges have been formally filed investigate the charges raised by
against Romoser, Gordon, O'Conneir, Trout and White.
· Kayser or himself_, and pointed
The petition says that members
out that the letter written by of the Political Science DepartWhite, O'Connell and Trout ends ment, the Professional Standards
by saying, "It is dreadful to con- Committee, the Faculty Countemplate any continuation what- cil and the Liberal Arts
soever. It is time to call an end.'' Promotion and Tenure CommitRutman said the petition calls tee should not be allowed to sit on
for an investigation of charges in · the committee.
The committee would be "inthe letter because "that's the
_only thing that's really on the sur- structed that it is to conduct all of
face: ,.
its
business
(its
final
"What is being investigated is deliberations alone excepted) at
the situation in the Political scheduled and announced
Science Department that leads meetings open to the public."
·:
The special meeting will be
people to call each other un-

:•: :• . ··-

· - •

•

.•

•

•

•

"The fo~mat' is patently in
violation of University by-laws
which explicitly state ho~
grievances will be held '' Moore
said.
'
Rutman, however, said, "I feel
something is going on in a departme~t of this colleBe that is
detrimental to the Umversity. All
I hear are charges and countercharges that nobody seems to be
able to come te .,._with."
•

. - •

-.

•

•

· : -· · -· - -· - -·

• ..

FILM: THE AMERICAN
•
WOMAN:
PORTRAITS OF COURAGE

•
•

A film recounting the lives
and accomplishments of
American women excluded
fro.B¥history books.

WHEN: Wed March 28th
TIME: 7p.m.
WHERE: Carroll Rooni

".,

.....• ....• . .............. . .......•

he new- harnpshir
, is now aCcepting applications,for 1979-80 positions
We are looking for imaginative, responsible and dedicated
,, -students for the following paid positions:

Managing EdJtor

Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Arts Editor
Ad Productions Manager
Productions Associate

News Editors (2)
Copy Editor

.,

••

Sponsored by the Women's Center

Editor-in-Chief

•·11

Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Circulation Manager
Advertising Associates (2)

The .neW staff will take·ove·r with our April 20 issue.
Deadline for applications is Thursday, March 29
Application forms ore available at The New Hampshire
Room 151, MUB. 8¢2-1490

..

..

"
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Art Exhil>it
Work study or student hourly person (s)
to staff small .library in Kingsbury Hall,
M-TH 4:30-10 PM, weekends 12-6 PM. If
you can work some or all of these · hours,
call John Simon, Computer Services,
862-3527.

ART EXHIBIT
continued from page

He sometimes lapses into an
artificial realism as in "Mary
Josephine," all brown curls and
cupid lips, like the old Coca-Cola
trays. When he is more impressionistic, he is better. ''Thr.ee
Sisters: A Study,'' evokes itnages
of a sunlit Manet, and in
"Solitaire" Tarbell probes deep
into the minds of two women

+*****************
..*******"'
pl~i~;o~ol~:~ret~~g~~~~r.
*
*
-RITE RS
***
DRINKING AGE INCREASE *
*
***
FROM ·18-21 YEARS
*** The G.RANITE wants you~ ***
* Now 1's y·our chance to be *
It could happen without your
** publ1'shed The yearbook ***
•
**
*** needs writers.
support. Join the group of students attending
We pay for *
*
**
the decisive session on these bills in Concord,
**
th
'
d
any Ing use .
*
*
*
N.H. the week of April 1, 1979. All those _ *
**
**
**
Interesled?
**
interested in attending, contact the Student
**
*
*
-Government office at.2-1494 or Leslie Rim** See Sue or Jim in _room 125 ***
** **
. of the Mu B
bach, Student Senator at 2-1789.
**
.
*
*-·
*
.A....
.., *************************"'S""

w

I

I

_

i.

· -' -

watercolors in the exhibit. When he
uses the whole palette in water· color,
loseshave
authority
becauseBenson
his colors
an artificial cast. However, when he
avolCls color, ne is eloquent, as m
th_e black wash study of ducks
floating in an Oriental grey cloud,
beautifully rendered to increase
the feeling motion.
BothartistsdisplayOrientalinfluences, as in Benson's "Still
Life With Screen,'' complete with
golden screen and a vase with
pagodas, myna birds, and Tarbell's "Peonies."
Benson's "Lady Trying on a
Hat," a genteel woman in pink
voile, exhibits a great understanding of how to render light. One of
the most sensitive portraits in the
exhibit is Benson's "Portrait of
Ralph," a somber brown boy in a
sailor suit.
Overall the unusual combination of carved decoys and _
Impressionistic visions,of women
in white work surprisingly well
together, especially since some of
Benson's exquisite pencil-studies
of yellowlegs are included with
Boyd's
birds upstairs.
Tarbell's
and
Benson's
beauties are fine-honed and while
their Jmpressionism is not equal
to that of Monet or Manet, the
new exhibit is a fine collection .

LIMITED .O PENING
SAT 31st
INTHE
DURHAM SHOPPING PLAZA
868-1183

FEATURING:
~DESIGNER

JEANS

BETTER SPORTS WEAR

STRAIGHT/FLAIR

-D.E SIGNER T-SHIRTS
$6.99

4 Piece Suits
Shirts

Slacks
Blouses

(ONLYSATU~DAY)

-CALVIN KLEIN

16

ALL IN B·EAU.TIFUL
· RAINBOW COLORS
PERFECT FOR EASTER
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WoIDen's athletics .
FUNDS
continued from page 3

development office, said if funds
are appropriated, the addition
should be completed by Sept.
1980. "A lot depends on the
present legislature. If money is
approved by July, construction
would start within a month,'' he
said.
Gail Bigglestone, director of
women's intercollegiate athletics, said the addition means
more women's locker room and
training space. ''The playing surface will be used for more games
than just basketball. Volleyball
and badminton will be played
thPrP too, " shP s::iin

The
additions
and
modifications of the Field House
are part of the biennial capital
budget request ·of the University
to the New Hampshire State
Legislature.
Another budget request was
made for additional funds to install energy-saving improvements in the UNH heating system.
The original request of $1,449,000
was raised to $1,954,000.
·
According to Allan Prince,
vice-president of- Budget and
Administration,
the
improvements would be to the pipes
of the steam heating system. It
would be to replace old pipes and
to improve the balance of the
heating distribution.
Other
increases
included
$450,000 for replacement of electrical wiring at Mary Lyon
residence hall at Plymouth,
$1,868,000 for a new residence hall
at Keene, and $250,000 for expansion of athletic fields at Keene.
The two issues involving
residence halls will not reqmre
increased funds from the state
because the money will be
borrowed on credit and repaid by
student room rates, Cole said.

Two changes in the rules
governing tuition rates were also
appmyed.
One
change
established a one semester grace

- ----------

Best selection of wine in town!
Special orders will be. filled!

-~-----------------1
.

One and two bedroom apartments will be
· available for the school year 1979-1980.
All are within walking distance to Campus.
You can find your own roommates.
2 Bedroom Apts. 3 or 4 people-$2,300/semester
1 Bedroom Apts. 2 people-$1,500/semester
/--Includes heat and hot water
For appointment call Mr. Karabelas at
.
868-5542

......

'
1

Mon.-Tues.-Wecl.-Thurs. 'Til 10:00 P.M.
Fri. &.Sat. 'Til 11:00 P.M.
Sunday 'Til 9:00 P. M.
Complete Pany Headquarters
You Order-We'll Fill It!
Domestic and Imported Cheese, Munchies, Etc . ./

_..,I

r

............ _

I

-,------- --~~-~------------~-~
~
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E.J.'s
WINE & CHEESE
CELLAR ·

period if parents of a student
move out of state. An additional
provision established in-state
tuition rates for a student with
one parent who lives in New
Hampshire and provides more
than half of a student's financial
support, but does not have legal
custody of that student.-

STUDENT RENTALS

)-

Dover, N.H.

555 Central Ave.

142.n19

Noxt to lii.J . 'c Varioty
- - · ·. ---

DON'T JUST-WALK...

~ide into Spring 1.

- --~

Great Bay M.o.tO'r (:o., Inc.
659-3215 RTE. 108 659~3415
Newmarket, N.H.

TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS

II "
II RED/
v

19791 12 Ton 8 Ft. Fleetside Silveradle
w i' ac. Loaded With Extras
1979 314 Ton 8 Ft. Fleetside Auto Trans.
2-1979112 To118 Ft. Flectside 8 Cylinder Standard Trans.
1979112 Ton 8 Ft. FleetsideB Cylinder Auto Trans .
1979112 Ton 6',2 Ft. Fleetside 6 Cylinder Staudard Trans
Power Steering and Brakes

as always

LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!

I

I

BROADWAY .

IW.a

CT

NO SALESMAN COMMISSION - YOU SA VErr
No. 1 Service Dealer Year After Year

..

~ CHEVROLE.T MANAGEMENT CENTER

. t:f>.\lO\lS SHOE.

-,
BARN
w::~~::S SAT~~AYS/- ·· oOVER .

NB .!, ··~~i'lf)1·74i'-#lli---.. . . . .

~

We Service What We Sell
YOUR Authorized Chevrolet
__ __ ,Dealer in the DURHAM AREA

ROOM DRAW '79
Students who cu-r rently liVe on campus and 'who
Want to live on catnpus
next fall must complete a Room and
Board Agreement Card
according to this schedule:
/

TIME: 9:00-4:00 PLACE: Carroll/Beldnap Rm.~MUB
DATE
STUDENT'S LAST NAME

Starting with;

MON. APRIL2
TUES. APRIL 3
WED. APRIL 4
THURS. APRIL 5
A $50 housing application fee is required:

A-E
F-K .
L-Q~

R-Z
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editOrial
Show a little decency
It's a couple of days before Christmas, 1981.
Dorms are about to close and 10,000 students are
ready to head home for. the Christmas break.
Some of those students have a few miles to
dri~e. Others have a trip /of several hundred miles
ahead of them.
Whatever the distance, the students all have one
thing tn common : in 10 shore days, they're going
to have to turn around and come back to Durham
for final exams.
- And then, just nine days: later, they'll have · to
turn around and head home yet again, as the
University closes for semester break.
That scenario will become reality if a_proposal
now before the Academic Senate is approved.
And all indications are that the majority of faculty
members--whb dominate the Senate--favor the
idea.
The plan is not a new one. An almost identical
proposal was narrowly defeated two years ago.
But unless students work hard and fast to oppose
the plan now, this latest attempt to trample

student needs could meet with success.
The proposal to change tl)e UNH calendar is a
miserable idea. If approved, it will screw up our
grades, burn up our gas money, put a serious
damper on the Christmas holidays, keep us from
getting winter jobs, and put us on the icy highways for far more miles than need be.
And, as if that wasn' t enough, Student Government officials say the plan also represents a breach
of faith on the Senate's part.
That's because, when the last calendar change
plan came up in 1977, the Senate agreed to let the
system we now have stand until the 1982-83 year.
But . the Senate proposal would have the new
calendar take effect in 1981-82--a year earlier than
agreed upon-.
,
It's bad enough that the Senate is seriously considering reneging on that agreement. What makes
it worse is that the calendar they would institute a
year early couldn't take student concerns less
lightly.
The Senate, before voting on the plan, would
do .well to consider showing UNH students a little

decency . They are talking about a calendar that
would in one fell swoop hurt students
economically, academically, and socially.
Try enjoying Christmas while you're studying
and worrying about exams. No way.
Try worrying about exams and studying while
PVPry one arou nd y ou i s: enj o ying Chris: t:rnas: . No

way.
Try saving gas money--and conserving fuel-while your University demands that you travel
from school to home and back again--twice-within a couple of weeks.
While you're at it, try to get a winter job that
allows you to show up for ten days, take nine days
off, and then show up again.
Clearly, all these are in:ipossible. But they are
the exact conditions that UNH students will be ·
faced with in the near future, unle~s we act now.
In class today, let your professors know what
you think of the proposed calendar changes. Tell
them in no mean terms.
And hope they show a little decency.

/

Spitz ·
To_the Editor
and UNH President Eugene Mills :
Dear Gene : I upderstand that at a
recent WSBE meeting you referred to
a letter from the journal "Interpretation" to explain Dean Spitz'.
behavior in the Brown personnel case.
A rumor has-circulated that members
of my Department ought to prevent
publication of Brown's article, and
reports of the WSBE meeting suggest
you are helping spread tpat false
story. It would be illogical for anyone
to rationalize wrong behavior last
summer, by reference now to innuendos of somebody else's actions five
months later, is illogical for anyone.
For you · as President it must
especially be asked how the demonstrated violations of P&T procedures
by Dean Spitz in June-July can be explained away now by allegations of

others' behavior during the winter.
I woUid have thought your first
response to such third-party
allegations would be to defend your
faculty and determine the facts. Yet
you have not contacted our Department, where reaction to the " Interpretation" letter was of course
distress but also puzzlement, since the
Department had asked Prof. Ronoser
to contact the journal. This was to
determine the names of "Interpretation's" reviewers so that we
would not send the ms. to the same
person, and to ask whether the journal's reviewer-comments, which
would presumably be favorable, would
be available for P&T evaluation. For
the same purpose, Prof. Moore
seoaratelv ohoned the journal and left
his number; when his call was return:
ed days later he had a brief conversation - on these ooints with the
Assistant Editor. That was the extent of
contacts made at the._ time to "Jnh~r- .
pretation": two phone calls at the end
of November. This is all known to you
since Profs. O'Connell, Romoser, and
Moore wrote to "Interpretation" immediately afterwards, with <;opies to
vou.

The charge that someone sought to
prevent publication of the article is not
made by "Interpretation," because it
is false . It is a red herring circulated to
deflect attention from the genuine
smell of the Dean 's Summer activities, brought to your attention in
July, September, and October, in
meetings and a letter.
To-promote the rumor is to negate
the findings of the PSC and the
Recommendations of the Faculty
Council pertaining to the Dean's conduct in office. I understand the
distress that Recommendation causes
you, but less readily understand how
you credit a rumor so grossly
maligning George Romoser and David
Moore_ Romoser served closely with
you when he was Chairman, and is a
scholar of international repute. If you
think he has done something he ought
not have, why have you not asked him,
and why have you not asked the
Editors of "Interpretation?" Moore
has brought fine attention to UNH,
most recently in the editorial pages of
the ''New York Times." Do you value
these men so little that you countenance an evil rumor that implies, with no
foundation ~ unprofessional behavior

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager
News Ed itors

the
new -

Sports Editor
Arts Editor
Photo Editors

hampshirEr

Advertising Manager
Ed ito ria l Assistant

Ginny Maytum

Sta ff Repor1ers

Beth Albert
Gerry M iles
Lee Hunsaker
M ike Kelly

Repo rters

Joel Brown
Jo y Bleakney
_
Nancy Carbonneau

Photographers

Randy Parsons
M a ry Lo u Pi tts
Joan Roebe r
Dov1d Wrrnon
Productions Associate

Koren Freed man

C opy Editors

Bridget Carr
Elly Ca mpagna

Ad vertisin g Associa te s

Jim Ca rl e
Gmdon c;:o 1by

Copy Readers

Sue Bro wn
Don na Fu nteral
Nancy Ga ske ll
'Ge o rge Heckler
Cla ud ia Ne smi th
Sha ron P1 gula
Andrea Sachs
Pa m Torr

Circ ulatio n Manage r

Mike Deutsch

Staff Typists

Dianne Bou twell
Jeanette Engle

Typ ists

Lori Batcheller
Jane Clark
Caren Feldstei n
Karen Lindsay
Valerie Lloyd
Nancy Loeb
Sue Wessels

Accou ts Manager

Steven !)'Alonzo

····~

Billing Secr.etary

Diane Gordon

Ad Production
Mana ger
Productions Staff

........ ,

'-

Debbie Boutilier
Carolyn B•otten
Ma rtha Chombtl.do1n
Jo ni1e Emery
Juc.JyHoig·
f ~ ' •

Editor 's note: the above is an abridged version of a letter sent to UNH
President Eugene Mills on March 19.

is~still accepting applications

for J979-80
staff positions

Positions are opgn in our editorial,
production, business and advertisi_ng
departments
applications are availabl~ in Room 151, MUB

Deadline for applicat·ions is
Thursday, March 29 .

Gary Crossan
Marilyn Doyis
Rosalie H. Davis
Pam Dey
Laura Flynn
Jennifer Grant
Pete Hearne
Erik Jaco bsen
Poul Keegan
Laura Locke
Nancy Ma culiewicz
Barbara Molone
Kendra Maroon
Judi Maroon
Judi Paradis
Kathi Scriw
Lisa Thurau
Willrnd Tucker

that truth you at least should not be a
party.
·
Bernard K. Gordon
Professor

The New Hampshire

Gary Langer
Catherine Tully
Cheryl Portaluppi
Dana Jennings·
Barbara Polichetti
Tor:n Lynch
Lauren Dill
Robert Bauer·
Jan Brubacher
Kevin Lynds

Jonatha n Bla ke
Tom Leone
Jerry Naples
G eorge New ton
Barba ra Wa lsh

Copy Edito rs

on their part?
I hope your friendship with Allan
Spitz will not blind you to those aspects
of his behavior that, as you said to me
in September, you "could not condone
if true. " After investigation, that
behavior has now been found to ·have
occurred, and in any effort to cloud

about letters

.

.

The N e w Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor

an~

prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any
letter.
All letters must be typed , double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decision
on letters are the editor's.
,r
'
Mail letters to: 'J;'he Editor, The New Hamps hire. Room 151, Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham. N.H. 03824.
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Da-nce .
ntermediate
Lessons

)

V/\

Q ·v

~-

willinterested
begin for
~~'8
all
~
,
at Sigma Beta
Fraternity on
· <f:
Tuesday, March 27th
at 6: 30 and 7: 30
.
Disco party with free beer. - · ~ ---
on final night

-f',%;

ANC DANCE

·

,

STUDENT'
- NIGHT

SUPERVISORS
for the
Memorial Union
1979 Summer, 1979 - 1980 Academic Year

POrtsntoulh's

CltEATEST DININ~ SUPRISE!

----------------~-----QUALIFICATIONS:
Previous experience and
Ability to supervise operations
Arrange <set up· of _bui 1ding
Maintain equipment ~nd inventories
Monitor building security and safety
A~sist with audio/visual needs
Handle cash for employees
TO · - 15 hours/week
PICK UP APPLICATIONS in the Administration
from Wendy Stackpole
Memorial Union, 8 -a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
862- 1526

-

Applications must be returned no later than
April 4, 1979

if~rtY Portions of Fine Food PrriJur__ed with o Gau-,met
_ fqtich and su~d in a Wt1rm ·and Friendly .Atmosphere.
$ervin1 ll :30 A.M. to 10 P.M. Qaily

l..OUNGE OPEN 71L 1_1\-M.
· :

Jazz plaved in loLtnQe !?Very Sun.day. 2:6 pm
Overlooking Portsmouth's Scenic Wt11nfro111

The SeacCJf/St's Sport Cemcr

22 Deer Street

431-5797

Port5mouth.

CTake Market Street Exit off lnterstate-95)

Interviews will be scheduled
on review of application
Students with financial aid are encouraged
to apply, but it is not a ,necessity.
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UNH Dance

A Potpourri
Production
by Karla Peterson
Being a college student does
not necessarily constitute a
cultural vacuum. This week in
Johnson Theatre, the UNH Dance
Theater Company is presenting
its 13th Annual Spring Concert,
and it is an ambitious potpourri of
· entertainment.
The evenmg opens wtm two
ballet
sequences,
both
choreographed by Lairy Robertson. The first piece, set to Con. certo in G minor by Rachmaninoff, calls for some intricate
ensemble and solo work_as well
as able partnering. As an ensemble, the dancers worked well
together' . although there were
~ome nroblems with timing, and
1
the~e were moments the par't. of h er own
Janice Fuller as the-"""'
well-built Gertrude B_lum, gyrates to · t he music
nermg _
looked
strained.
spheres before a loaded Michael Beirne, her sea liorse, _in the Theatre By the Sea's
However, this didn't really mat1
new play 'the Sea Horse'
·
ter, as Mr. Robertson's
choreography was lovely, and
Teresa Rowar)'s solo was a study
of graceful lines and outstanding
technical skill.
but none of her emotional swings "You can't come in unless you
The second piece, a pas de deux
By Lauren Dill
-have the elegant triggers of a pro- ' have balls!", not hear it se.cond also set to Rachmaninoff's
fessional neurotic. Hard-hitting hand from Harry.
Variations on a theme by
From its blowsy beginnings, Paganini featured polished perEdward Moore's "The Sea Gert doesn't have a trace of that
Horse," one of the "ten best plays pretty_young girl who was ridden Moore promises more salt to formances by first year ballet
of 1974," opeJ!ed March 8 at by two drunks and beaten by her come, but the play occasionally students Holly Mosher and Rich
sinks into a soap opera. By the Lewis, as well as fine lighting and
Theatre by the Sea in Ports- husband.
Beirne's brawling Bales is end of the play they seem mere costume design. ""
mouth ..
slightly overdone, bu't as a figments of each others' imaginaNext followed a modern dance
The play is a bawdy love tale listener and a lover, .he is totally tions. A few brawling sailors work choreographed by Jean
plowing into the bar, or an enact- Brown. Set to a Schubert Quinbetween Gertrude Blum the 200 sincere. Although his macho-man
pound proprietress of 'The bravura is acted not felt, his ac- ed flashback would clear up the tent, The Trout is an example of
Seahorse' a seaside saloon, and ing is seamless. He doesn't have . cobwet>.s . .
an · interesting concept gone
The fosenes's of Theatre by awry;.
Harry Bales, a merchant seaman quite so many character gaps as
.
Gertie· he is mad and sad at-once. the s~a is perfect for Bob
with intentions to marry.
In her director's notes, Brown,
Under the direction of Theatre
"The' Sea -. Horse" is Moore's Phillips' set, an oak-beamed explains that, "Different dancers
· by the Sea's Tom Celli, New York first play, and it's a stunning one, saloon complete with jukebox or group of dancer~ represent
actors Michael Beirne and Janice but it has its problems. Gertie's and endless bottles ..of Fleisch- each musical instrument in an
Fulle:t:, are refreshing and 200 pound personality is a tough man's. James Trudeau's lighting overall sense, without producing
hilarious as Bales and Blum.
order. She may be alternat~l_y is a good compromise between a carbon copy of the music." In
A rough past has hardened tacitUrn and sensual, but the shift mellow yellow and the sullen Sunday night's dress rehearsal
i}ert into la)'ers of fat: no one in emotion are exclusive. Most gloom of a bar, and while Kathie however, this representation did
loves a fat, -brazen hussie. She people . are multi-faceted, but Ianicelli's , costumes are effec- not take place. says, "Look at me, I am a fat pig Moore presents emotions in sec- tive, they could be more distincClad in heavy costumes, the
and nobody wants a fat pig.''
tions: Here's happy, here's sad, tive to pinpoint the time of action. dancers sol~mnly paced through
As one audience member ob- and oh look, she's getting angry
Beinre and Fuller have perfect sets of movements that did little
_served, Fuller is not 200 pounds now. <Although Fuller wielding a timing with Moore's witty one- to capture the spirit of Schubert's·
(170 at best), but she is blustery baseball bat·is no~laughing mat~ liners. Fuller, eying a dubious music. The music soared, but the
and taciturn. Her past is a buried ter.) All Moore needs now is mass in a saucepan, says, "You dancers, trapped within the
secret; she remains tougher to Sleepy, Dopey and ~y . .Gertie cooked my birdseed." Or, in a costumes, did not. There were
~buck than an oyster, · but in his
iri particular never seems to be heart-string
tugger,
Gert some- interest.Log .moments
steamhorse manner, Beirne· simultaneously tense and happy, remembers her father with a ~reated by the tension between
wheedles and whispers sweet or moony and mad.
knife in his back: "I held him and various danc-ers. Unfortunately,
one-liners like, "Hey Gert, let's
The play suffers without other he died."
these moments were too widely
. characters. Some of the gaps in
mess up the dress.''
For its few problems, "The Sea . separated by sequences that
When Harry reveals his love, character may only be filled ; in Horse" is an ebullient play, de- were repetitive and virtually
Gertie !dices him with "Feel through interaction with others. servedly one of the ten best of inaccessible to an audience not
something else." Or when he The duo narrates ijieir pas~, and 1974. The action is touching and familiar with this style of dance.
plays
the
dream-spinner, • even their day-to-day lives. We wildly hilarious and Beirne and
weaving a son out of salt air and want to see Gert slam a frothy Fuller are very vulnerable
syllables, Gertie says, "Well I beer on the bar, slap a hardbitten together - even with the close-knit DANCE THEATER,
think you're full of shit.'-'·
old salt on the shoulder. We want audience packed down their
PAGE ~-1'1- ·
Fuller is believable as a bitch, to see her yell to a female outside, throats.

Theresa R(}wan and Larry
Robertson in a pas de fleux .

The Sea ·Horse is Salty

- •BAKELl1R•·:

.
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Back by request, the Franklin has Wo~dy
Allen's Interiors, 6:30 and 8:30 pm.· Allen 's dive
. into the world of serio~s film with a superb performance by Geraldine Page as the suicidally
neurotic housewife trapped between her Pierre
Cardin handbags and a pending aivorce.

Tueaday; March 27
The UNH Dance Theater Company zs zn performance tonight at the Johnson Theater. The
program includes three ballet ensembles, (a pas de
deux danced to "Rhapsody on a Theme with
Paganini" and the classical "Le Corsairs,") a jazz
piece, "A Chorus Line," and a modern dance
number entitled, "Trout." Tickets are $2 - $3 for
students/military/ senior citizens, and $3 - $4 for
general audience. Performances continue through
March 31 at 8 pm, with a matinee tomorrow at 2
MUSO's "Making Connections Film Series" ·
presents "The Harder They Come," Jimmy Cliff in
a film Th£ New York Times credited with "guts,
wit, humor ana sheer exuberance. " Strafford
Room, MUJ3, 7 and 9:30 pm. Free admission.

STVN has "The Horrors of Guyana" by Mark
Lane, followed the infamous panel discussion, and
"Introduction: Marx Bros. Films," 7-9 pm, at Hunter Hall, the Big Screen.

_T hursday, March 29
The Great Train Robbery is at the Franklin
tonight, 6:30 and 8:35 'pm.
A bathtub scene from MUSO's "Cousin Cous.ine" on Thursday night, 7 and ' 9:30 p.m-.

Wednesday, March 28

Movie, Movie is at the Franklin Theatre, 6:30
and8:30 pm.

Spectrum Jazz at the Stone Church. 1
The UNR Darice Theater Company in a matinee
performance at 2 µm.

- A

Percussion Ensemble Concert at tlw Paul
Creative Arts Center tonight at 8: m.

MUSO presents Cousin, Cou$ine th~ French
film about a couple who escape it at!, husbands,
kids, and wives included. Strafford Room, MUB,
$1 or a season pass, 7 (md 9:30 pm.
Poetry Reading by Donald Hall in the Forum
Room of the Library, 4 pm.
l
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UNH-Dance
Dazzles

'.
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Concert
Review:-

DANCE THEATER
continued from page 15

Brown's work was followed by
a return to ballet, the Le Corsaire Pas de Deux. Le Corsaire
is a demanding piece that calls
for technical -proficiency and
was . one of the most impressive
moments in the program. The
dance was highlighted by Robertson's strong solo work ana his
_sensitive support of Rowan who,
despite some problems with the
choreography in her solo, gave a
delicate performance.
what netter way to end a s.~ow
than with the ladies and gentlemen of the Chorus Line? The
Broadway
number
choreographed by Jean Mattox. Sunday
night's preview audience seemed
particularly impressed with this
number, and with good reason.
As in the opening ensemble piece,
there were some timing problems
among some of the dancers, but
the costumes were sharp, the
choreography jazzy,. and the
dancers properly enthusiastic:
The UNH Dance Theater Company should be pleased with
themselves. The Spring Concert
is an admirable collection of
work, and the students and instructors seem to be reaching to
increase their standards of performance. They should be
congratulated, but mo.re importantly, thev should be seen.
The UNH Dance Theater
Company will be appearing
until March 31, and . tickets
can be purchased for $2.00 with a student ID at the MUB
ticket office, or Johnson
Theatre's Box Office.

Full Circle
Full Circle, a new monthly
feminist newsletter/jourpal serving the communities of Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont
will begin publication this month.
Contributions are welcome,
including
regional
notes,
women's profiles, entertainment
reviews on women, graphics,
poetry, ficti~n and features. For
a first issue, or to submit
material, write: Full Circle, PO
Box 235, Contoocook, New Hampshire, 03229.

Rolling Stone Magazine is
.announcing its 1979 College Jour_nalism Awards competition, intended to encourage achievement
and recognize excellence among
America's top college newspaper
editors, writers and reporters.
Winners will receive-a cash prize
of $500 plus a three-month voluntary summer internship in the
Rol_ling Stone's New York of:
fices. Deadline for all entries is
- April 15, 1979. Winners will be announced by May 15, 1979.
Entries must have been
published in a university or
college newspaper between March 6, 1978 and March 15, 1979. Entrants must be full- or part-time
students of an accredited university or college in the sc;hool year ·
when their- entry was published.
Categories include entertainment

reporting, general reporting and

Leo
KOttke
Serves It
Like Wine
By Barbara Malone
Leo Kottke played here Saturday night in the · Granite State Room of the MUB and succeeded
in transfixing some 800 observers
as he drew astonishingly
beautiful music from his twelve
string custom built guitar.
The .Granite State Room, like
the Field House and Snively
Arena, usually provides lousy
acoustics as the rectangular ends
of each corner are filled· with
dead spots that sound just doesn't
fill.
But Saturday night the stage
was not set up opposite the
room's entrance, as . is often the
case, but at the far right end of
the room.
As a result, Kottke's to~e was
displayed to it's full advantage,
rising up and out across the
room. Indeed, he seemed pleased
with the sound, noting that the
room was just right for his kind of
music. Strategically placed
speaker bottom~ also helped the
situation.
Kottke played an hour and a
half long set which displayed this
untrained guitarist's virtuosity
for combining a variety of styles
such as bluegrass, country and
· western, classical and bottleneck
in a- way that allows Kottke to
create an oeuvre all his own.
Using the sawed off end of an
Almaden wine bottle as a slide
device, Kottke displ~ed his
wonderful ability for· playing
breathtaking single notes and
multiple note chord progressions
that make up his 'round' like
style.
That is, Kottke played a variety
of chords in a round progression
not unlike the familiar round of
'Row Row Row your Boat,'
though of course his rounds are
more complex. He then builds off
of the round with new and different chords until he returns to
the original phrase or 'head' as
musicians call it. He used this
technique for both his bottleneck
and regular acoustic playing.
Almost midway through the
set, Kottke changed guitars for
one tuned in octaves which was
tonally augmented with a pickup
device that was either a digital
delayunitoraphaseshifter(both
of which alter sound frequencies).
As far as on-stage patter goes,
Kottke proved to be very charming, contradicting reports that he
is r·ude onstage.
Like Ry Cooder and John
Fahey, Kottke avoids overtly
noticable blues stylings, creating
instead a form of music which
dates to English and Irish folk
traditionals. This style, by the

eo
e gave a_-virtuos~ perfo!"~ance on S"aturday night in a packed Granite State Room
·
Actually we were Just fool.mg. This 1s Tammy Wynette. (Bob Bauer photo)

Interview:' Leu Kottke
•
JUSt oozes out all over
By Joel Brown

"I'm ready to blabber a bit,"
he said.
·
"Did you know some of my
music was used for the musical
interludes ,for The Dating
Game?" he asked.
Kottke worked with Enrico
Morricone, famous for his scores
for the Clint Eastwood spaghetti
westerns, on the soundtrack for
the film Days of Heaven. Kottke
tried to explain the plot of the
film, unsuccessfully, laughing.
"It's a beautiful movie," he said

metaphor."
Kottke shook his head then, a
little how-did-we-get-onto-this
gesture. He looked big and
square-jawed and boyish, a bit
like Starkweather. He is still
enough of a midwesterner to look
sheepish when he gets off into an
abstraction.
·
"If I couldn't do what rm
doing, I'd be doing movie soundtracks," he said, as if to close off
the subject.
Despite what he'd said during
the concert, Kottke seemed enthus'iastic about the recording of
his next album in Nashville with
legendary drummer Buttrey,
who's also producing. "I've got
people who I think are smart
enough to record me," Kottke
said. "The hardest part is looking
for a room that doesn't look like a
slaughterhouse."
Where did the title of his last
album, Burnt Lips, come from?
"I don't know," Kottke_ said,
"The titles just pop up after the
tunes happen. Diggin' up the
tunes is the best part.''
There's " nothing" on Kottke's
mind when he's performing.
"Solzhenitsyn talked about the
'final inch'. that you have to go,"
Kottke said. "I have to get there
and then let the tune take over.''
"I never have hits "he said "I
just ooze out all over." After
Durham, the guitarist was flying
hoIJ!e for two days, then back out

way, effectively complimented finally. "The main thing is it's

on the road, "somewllere." As for

investigative reporting. Entries the Terrence Malick mastermust be accompanied by a letter piece, Days of Heaven which
of recommendation from an
chornicled the lives of three dirteditor explaining the articles poor turn of the century
merit and circumstances of Americans.
publication. Entries must be acOverall, Kottke did a fine job;
companied by a completed entry slipping only slightly when he
form which may be picked up in sang. Not that his voice isn't
the New Hampshire office of pleasant, it is, but he lacks the
the MUB, Room 151, or write commanding presence of a tru~
College Journalism Awards, crooner like Jackson Brown. Still
Rolling Stone, 745 5th Avenue·, his singing .did help diversify his
Ne~_ y gr:~, NY lQ0.22~ _ ___ • :.. ....l'et:)l fine pei;foi::man~e ..

Leo Kottke was tired and pale.
He had been up all Friday night,
recording with his friend Kenny
Buttrey in a Nashville studio.
"Half an album in four days," he
said, laughing. "I rehearsed this
time."
The long flight to Boston, and
the trip Route 95 to Durham
seemed to have taken their toll,
too; he was almost limp, rubbing
his eyes sleepily. But the concert
had gone well, and Kottke was
smiling as he moved through the
WUNH studios and into the little
room with the chair and the
microphone.
There was a crowd in the anteroom, .a nd someone stuck a fat
MUSO check in Kottke's hand
and he brought it up close to his
face,- glanced at the amount absent-mindedly, and tucked it
away. ~

about places instead of people."
the audiences, Kottke said, "As
He pointed out that Terence long as they're not from Mars
Malick,_ who directed the film, and they're not dogs, I'm all
also made Badlands, a film about right."
50s mass-murderer Charles
Kottke started oqt listening to
Starkweather.
country musicians like LeRoy
"I re.member when Stark- Anderson and Carl Perkins on the
weather was finally shot to death radio in Cheyenne; he backed in-.
in an outhouse, near my home in to guitar by learning to play the
Wyoming," Kottke said. "He was banjo. He liked the music of men
the beginning of _:Whitman and like Perkins, for they were loose,
Dean and Speek 1 ' ' But Stark- willing to try different thi~gs.
weather, he said; was }'-raer-e-of-a · - - .. ~D11itO - Ms ~ t111lt • super-rigid ·

beat. That's what it's come to,"
Kottke said. "I don't listen to tfie
radio much. Who would?"
"Somebody, I hope," said the
station's -Terry Monmaney, and
we all laughed.
Kottke seemed willing to talk
about his musical roots, about
Tom Paley and John Fahey. He
mentioned a band called the
Rising Suns with friend Ry
Cooder and Taj Mahal, "Too bad
it peetered out."
He volunteered less about his ·
own roots, "College was the worst
time of my life. That's why I
quit," he said.
How does' he feel, then, about
college newspaper and _radio interviews? "It's the tube I really
don't like," Kottke said.
Kottke agreed he'd tuned. up
much more often th'an usual over
the course of.the show. He keeps
a hydrometer in the case with his
custom-built Bozo twelve-string
to ensure precision tuning.
"I didn't do much improvising
tonight," Kottke said. "My improvisations are fueled by pure
terror. Tonight I didn't trust-myself." Because he was so tired~ he
said he might "get way out on a
limb and not be able to get back."
Someone.held a sign in the win<low of the studio: ARE YOU A
VEG?
"I was for about six months,"
Kottke said. "But I'm very
porky now."
·

Finally the interviews were
ever and it was time for him to do
a station identification for
WUNH.
"Hi, I'm Tammy Wynette and
this is WUNH, Durham, North
Carolina," he said. Exhaustion
had him saying North Carolina
the first three times he tried to do
the lD straight.
"Now I've got to drive back to
Boston .and fall asleep at the
wheel,'' Kottke said as he got up
- to te-a'1e; sttll Sih111ng.
·• - ·
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arts&
entertainment
New Orleans-Jazz:
The Preservation
Hall J a~z Band
'Solitaire' by Edmund C. Tarbell, an Impressionistic
piece by the Boston artist. <Bob Bauer photo)

University Art Exhibit

Hnnter,' sParadise
By Lauren Dill
The latest exhibit at the
University Galleries opened on
March 19 with the paintings of
two New England Impressionists, Frank W. Benson and Edmund C. Tarbell, and upstairs,
"A Hunter's Paradise " the
decoys and bird carvi~gs of
George Boyd (1873-1941), a
longtime resident of Seabrook,
New Hampshire.
A plowsharer and farmer,
Boyd carved an estimated 700
avian · beauties during his
lifetime. The process involves
using blanks, or basic duck
shapes in w.ood which are carved,
sanded and painted. Boyd's
decoys have come into such
demand that some of his finer

Tarbell and Benson dominated
the Boston world of Impressionism. Many artists of the
era, including Monet and Manet,
John Singer Sargent and Thomas
Eakins can be seen in their work.
The exhibit interweaves their
work so well thi it's difficult to
distinguish the two, although
Benson tended to paint bright
happy scenes of the upper middle
class and Tarbell pain~ed sensitive portraits in a more sombre
vein.
Neither Tarbell nor Benson
painted the fishmongers crying
in the streets, for theirs was a
world of upper middle class
elegance and grace.
The overwhelming impression
is one of Romanticism, of willowy

8v Ba.xbara' Mlltone

The Preservation Hall jazz
band played at the· Field House
last Thursday night and gave a
fine sampling of the jazz style
that marked the birth of jazz in
New Orleans at the turn of the
century.
The group derives its name
from an old art gallery in New
Orleans where old time jazzmen
gathered in the forties to preserve their brand of jazz, which at
the time was giving way to the
swing style associated with Benny Goodman.
Fortunately the Preservation
pieces are valued at $2000.
Gibson Girls waiting at windows.
Boyd's decoys show great at- Tarbell was not a realist; his Hall jazz band is keeping that
tention to detail. He used women are imaginary creatures, 'Dixieland' style alive today, and
naturalists' illustrations for furtive, quiet. His portrait$ are in so doing are providing their
reference and the research shows not character studies as much as listeners with audible history.
in the '}'ide range of decoys, from images, but they are lyrical in People like Coltrane, Miles
Davis, and even Chick Corea can
the slender great blue herons, their reflective qualities.
ruddy turnstones and plovers to
Benson's "Summer 1909," all . be traced back to this Dixieland
the clownish puffins. Most of the sunlit lace and golden girls, is one style.
At the latter part of the 1800's
duck have slender beaks and the of the better pieces in the exhibit.
unpainted blue winged teals are Benson is a master of sunlight, black slaves were used in fife and
as smooth as alabaster. While the one of the most difficult lights to drum bands and brass bands to
Canada geese look waterlogged achieve: The lazy blue sky, the play at marches and funerals .
and the heads of the large wood ease of meadows and cameo The _march-like__ cadences that
ducks are too square, their faces scintillate. Tarbell takes off those blacks learned were otendmahogany stains are lovely.
their Victorian whalebone cor- ed with the multiple rhythm
Boyd's best decoys are his sets, letting the slender bodies style or polyrhythms that the first
black slaves had brought to
miniatures and medium-sized sway with the sea breeze.
ducks e5pecially the yellowlegs
Tarbell has amazing versatility America from Africa. In the
and plovers whose realistically with the brush; he can move from states the banjo and brass secpainted feathers actually look the sunlit slashes of blond Gibson ' tions were a major part of the
carved.
girls to the fine features of old marching .bands instrumen·
tation, and all of these elements
Downstairs, the Tarbell and "Henry Frick."
were utilized by the 19th century
Benson exhibit is highly effecblack musicians to form what we
. tive; the themes roll off each
now call Dixieland.
other and resonate. Even the
ART EXHIBIT,page 10
Thus when Joseph 'Cie'
negative 'space in the gallery is
Frazier, the drummer for the
. used coherently.
J>i-eservation band, plays a march- ·
like beat that swings because
of the added polyrhythms, we are
hearing a history lesson of the
truest American musical form.
Willie J. Humphrey on clarinet
also blew some mean mellow
horn lines that fed off the stagger
shuffle beat that 'Cie' provided.
And Narvin Henry Kimball on
banjo added a touch of old time
minstrelry with his snow white
hair frarping his wizened black ·
face. His deft strumming
· revealed not only a Dixieland
sound but a ragtime one as well.
He and Willie even managed a
spright litUe softshoe step or two,
. no small feat for men who are
. well into theirt seventies.
Jones Edward 'Sing' Miller
Miniature decoys by~George Boyd (1873-1941) a past resident
played a fine swinging piano acof Seabrook. <Chris Kent plloto)
cented around. between and on
. . ,.__...
7t ------------------------------.-------~-·---- . - - --!"' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..__._ · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "!It .. _ , _ _

...

top of the beat_layed down by
At times strains of boogi~
woogie ~scaped from this oldtimer's ·hand. 'Sing also lived up
to his nick.l)ame when he graced
the audience witha fine sentimental blues number which proved to
be a real crowd pleaser.
Pe:rcy J. Humphrey on trumpet
proved to be another strong
element in an already formidable
group. His straightforward
Di~ieland horn manner, the style
which prefigured and influenced
Louis Armstrong's style, was
probably most familiar to the
audience whom he impressed at
one point by holding a single note
for at least a minute and a half.
Alna Jaffe qnd Frank Demond
on trombone ~and tuba were the
only two white members of the
'Cie~.

band and· the youngest members
as well but they managed . -to
recall the Dixieland style very effectively providing a solid touch
which rounded out the overall
act.
The one sour note of the
evening came not from the
players, but was due to the fact
that the acoustics in so larl!e a
place as the Field House are hardly -adequate for a group of this
nature, as theirs is an acoustic
act. For that reason the · two
measley mikes and speaker
units, which were closer to the
wall variations found in living
rooms, scarcely projected the
SO\lnd to that part of the very
large audience who did not have
the good fortune to be seated up
front.

WUNH PROGRAM GUIDE
REQUEST LINE: 862-2222
L.P. COMPLETE EVERY NIGHT AT 11 :00
TUESDAY :
U .K. "Danger Money"
WEDNESDAY: The Dickies "Incredible Shrinking Dickies"
THURSDAY:
Roomful! of Blues "Let's Have a Party"
FRIDAY:
"The Rockets"
SPECIAL PROGRAMS THIS WEEK:

TUESDAY:

6-8pm "The Chicago Symphony."

THURSDAY:

6-8pm "Evening Classical Concert" with Ray Matheson
89--~fpmm "Indeed," the radio magazine with T,e'rry Monma.ney
"Bluegrass" with Cousin Richard

FRIDAY:

6-8pm
8-llpm

8-llpm "The Franceware_ Program," .~a~z with Gene . .
WEDNESDA y: 6-8pm
"Evening Classical Concert with Barry Weissman.
8-lOpm "Jazz Alive" featuring Pat Metheney, John.Stowell,.
10-llpm and Eberhard Weber in concert.
"Expressions," the latest in Jazz with Matt Cegelis.

"T.G.l.J .," Jazz with Terry.
·
"Rock Out" with Steve Sauchelli, M.D.

i\
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Incinerator

PIANO LESSONS

- Central Ave
Dover, NH
742-8292
Open daily 4 pm-til legal closing

INCINERATOR
Member N.G.P.T. Former pupil
continued from page 3
of Paul Schilhawskyin Salzburg·,
new incinerator, he said. Those MOZARTEUM
Austria. Leimer method. 30 years
towns do not use the present one.
exoerience teachil)g in Dov~r,
"The new incinerator will serve
.N.H .. Ft. Lauderdale, Florida,
two purposes. The refuge from
the towns will be burned and the and Salzburg,- Austria. Alnessons
at two pianos--begihners accepsteam will produce energy for
UNH," Cromby said.
ted.
He added that the new incinerator will bring UNH and
Raymond Desjardins 742--S919
Durham in compliance with EPA
standards.
. ._ _ _5!!m!511E51m!!!=-••

- Disco

Sun; Tues
Dance to the sou_n ds of Dancing Machine
Featuring: Joe Caliro one of
the Top DJ's in the East Coast
Tues -_NQ COVER CHARGE
Disco Lessons available Sundays 2-7

Two Brewers Pub
1001 WoocJ!>ury A_ve., Portsmouth 431-f«X)
for f 1ne food
·

a11d entertainment

..

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

-

Wednesday - Ladies Nite

March 28
Tim Gurshin
March 29
- Janis Russell Quartet
March 30 & 31
Fleet Street Shuffle

Back~by

Popular Demand

Wed-Thurs - No Cover Charf;!e One of the Best Rock Groups

to Come to the Area~
The Bob Wyre~ Band

Fall -1979

UniversityTheater
University Theater
55th Season
presents

March 26 - 31 at 8 PM
March 28 at 2 PM

-
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•

,

•
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Johnson Th.eater
Paul Creative
Arts Center
University of
New Hampshire

General: $3.00 - $4 .00
Student/Military/Senior:

~:~~~a~T~~~:

.. ~~~~=~:~~~~~bte
7k@/§!,,~
(603) 862-2290

()

.

~~

· ·~

Join the
Semester at Sea, affiliated
with the University of Colorado,
for an unparalleled international
educational experience. Sail from
Los AngelesSeptember 15,by way of the
Orient, South Asia,· Africa, and South
America. Applications now being accepted.

Auto Parts

Dover Auto
'Supply

For Free Color Brochure. call or write: Semester at Sea, Taj Mahal Building, P.O. Box 2488,
i ': •1una Hills, CA 92654. Telephone (800) 854-0195 (toll-free outside California) (714) 581-6770
·
11ifomia ). SS. Universe is fully air-conditioned, 18.000 tons, of Liberian registry.

SLIDE SHOW
March27 8:00 P.M.
Apt. S-1 Coops
Open to all stude11ts
Interested in
Seeing the World

Main St. Durham .

868_;2791

AMALIE 10-40 w -OIL
$2.89/gallon
Master Charge

Visa

Personal Checks

Autq Parts

For further information
Contact: John Cloyes
Apt. S-i
Durham, N.H.
603-868-5185
Send to address above and Semesterat-Sea will send you a free color
catalog of the Fall '79 and ·
Spring '80 Voyages

I
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Use This Coupon to Obtain

I The FREE_ COLOR CATALOG
~

- Address
Cityt
S~a e
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StJMMERJOB?
BEACH TIME?
EXCELLENT PAY?

Dining halls

WILL TRAIN - WAIT PERSONS:
BROILER CHEF, HOST PERSONS
AND BAR-TENDE~S
#[

THE COW'S ASS
LEATHER SHOP

1

CALL: 1-964-8080 For Appt.
SeeR. DRAKE Gen. Mgr.

Belts
Vests

PILOT HOUSE

Buckles
Wallets
Chaps '
Saddlebags
111 Daniels St. Portsmouth
436-9650
Hours
Mon-Fri 9-9
Saturda.y 9-6

DINING HALLS
continued from page 2
us and I'm scared about next
year," she said. "We are recommended a 7 perc~:mt increase
within 3 years, but the problem is
that the consumer price index is
far in excess of the 7 percent we
have recommended to the Board
of Trustees," ·Lock said. "Our
last increase was three years ago
for fall of 1976,'' she said.
Lock said that as far as she
knows this new

policy is the first

time food portions have been
limited at the University. She added that none of the budget is
subsidized in any way, but is paid
for in whole by the students board
rates.

------classified a d s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 x Teleconve~ter for sale-:-Minolta Moun!.
New $45. Asking $20. Call !162-2189. Ask for
~
Dave or leave message. 3/17
God is Lost! A male,. 4 mos. old Golden
Crown DlSOA Power Amp 80 w/chan $345,
Retreiver-lrish Setter. Mv son's first puppy,
Gibson EBO E.le.<!1rj!! ~ gyjmr ! £~~
missed greatly. Rewardf Call 659-5487 Ask
For Hent: 3 b· 1rm furnished apt. I mile lo $175, Bass speaker bottom with EV 15 inch
.
for
Samuel. 3127
UNH. Yard, garden. No smoking, no pets. 100 watt s~ak $1~;!. Teac Dolby AN-1110 $125,
1''ac. family pref. Ideal for sabbalical List $310; Jenson 15 inch speaker100walt"$38
VG fo Excef. ·call. 603-77IF7i05 or ·oo-z:t983
family. Avail. 1May.868-7532. 3/27
LOST - Pure bred Golden Retriever 6 yrs,
(Ext. 29) may) Ask for Phil. 3/27
reddish/goldj choke chain w/ Berlin N.H.
license.
Missmg middle tooth on lower jaw.
APT TO SUBLET, J\lay 20-Spet. I E..urnished Hefrigt•rator ' for Salt': Excellent condition
REWARD. Caff65!i-2949. Roger Goldenberg,
- 2 bedrms, living rm, 2 bathrooms, 2 kit- 20''X2l"X55'. $50.00. Call Laurie · or John
64 Main St., Apt. C-3 Newmarket.
chens. Rent is negotiable. Apt is Ioeated in Dewyea, Evenings at 332-8265. 3/2i Red Tower. Call 868-9729 Jim Rm. 110 or 86&9748 Jake Rm 210. 4/6
Found: I Gold Class Ring from Robert E.
Lee High School in Virginia. Class of 78. Call
Summer Sublt>t: Apt. for two. 1''ull kitchen.
Mark and leave name and address. 868-1086.
'Ji.27___
.
One bathroom w/ shower. On campus. Completely furnished with T.V. Two f>ig rooms
w/ closets. Rent negotiable. Call now 8689763 Rm. :i. 4/6
19i2 Pontiac Lemans, 3 speed, 6 cylinder.
APT TO SUBLET May 25 ·Sept 1. 1''urnishEld
High milea~e but high dependability. StarPIANO LESSONS- Member NGPT 3 rooms, 2 bathrooms & 2 kifchens. Rent is
ted
every time 1''eo's coldest, 5 speaker Trained at MOZARTEUM in Salzburg,
negotiable. Located in red tower, Main St.
stereo. New tires, alignment, springs, tune - Austria. :if) years experience teaching m
Durham. Call 868-9729 Jim Rm 110 or 868up. $750.00 - call 942-5902 after 5. 3/27
9748 John Rm 210. 4/6
Dover, N.H:.>. Ft. Lauderdale, Florida and
Augsbul')'~ t.ermany. All ·lessons at two
For Rent: One bedroom apt. with sundeck . For Salf': 197:1 M<iB Hostr, $1500 or best of.
pianos. Tel. 742-5919. 3/30
overlooking woods at end of quiet dead end
fer. Call after four, li59-2853 or 749-3977. 4/3
Street in Newmarket. In small complex un
· ASTHOLOGY:Natal charts done m the cirKarivan route. Available May 1. Rent $165
19i2 Toyota Corona Mark II - 4 speed;. new
cadian Analysis system. Satis'factiOn
includes heat. Call Lauren at 862-1500 or 659exhaust system. tires, and battery. ~ome
guaranteed or ,no charge. Twenty-five
2074. 4/3
rust. Bought new car, must sell. $500. Call
<Iollars. For- information call Bradley 2-1319
Rayna 431-5153 ext. 350 days. 749-4642 or 868-9678 and leave message. 3/30
-..U:\IMER SUBLET WffAU. OPTIOI\ ·evenings. 4/6
One bedroom apt with kitchenell!'!: living
USED CAH BUYERS, AVOID MAKING A
room and bathroom. Located on 1V1ain S(
1!167 Bukk I::lt>ctra 225 Com·prtahle. Good
COSTLY MISTAKE. Let our technicians
across from the Post Office. Partly furivnning condition. $450.00 Call Steve, Rm.
electronically analyze this car's engine
nished with heat included. Verv reasonable.
222. 2-2427, anytime after 7:00 p.m. 3/30 before you buy. The Tune Up Technician 436·
Call 86::-7056. 4/10
9326. 4/3
.
WAl'l:Tf:li:
Transmission
for-Tate
model
Apt. .to sublet April-June w/ option to rent.
Saab 96. No reasonable offer refused: 749- Professional TYPING at its best on IBM
$220/mo & heat. Dover ori Karivan rte. Ren4080 after 6 p.m. 4/6
Correcting Selectric, choice of style/pitch.
nee 742-9268 or 742-4293. Keep trying! 3/27
~lling, punctuation, grammar corrected.
For salt•:· 1974 ()Ids onit~t: ·silver2 door
Studio afartment, furnished, completelv
Reasonaole rates for superior quality.
new, utili ies included, 5 minute drive UNI{.
coupe, radials, P.S./P.B., A.T. Craig co.- . University secretarial Associates. Call
$200 month. Deposit required. No Pets. Call
axials. Nice interior, little rust, needs
Diana Schuman, 742-4858. 4/6
742-!J506. 3/:m
alignment & touch-up. $!175 or best offer. Call
673-631!3. Ask for Peter. 4/3
Bass Ptarer Needed, top notch N .H. based
fii'i\'EH: Semi-furnished 2-bedroom duplex.
~and. We re·a11 original rock; R&B. Steady
Space for 2 cars. Available from June 1st.
1975· Sciail-·!l!icE: 2<foor;-aulonia-t IC ,-metallic
booking, incl. recording begins in July, only
University faculty or staff couple preferred.
brown, stereo AM-FM radio with cassette those who are serious: and please no punks,
No children. No Pets. Local references
~~folr:i:.~Ji::$i~·. ~!~~maintained, $3800or/ no druggies, and no rookies. Call Bilf, days
required. $225 per mo. & utilities. Call after 4
•778-0144_or ~tu, nights 224-9560. 3/27
p.m. 749-3467 . 4/1'1
··
l97-I Ht"ilaUlt- i2 Wagon: auto~atic, all new
Here's your chance. to end · yourworrles
Astrological Aspirations Unlimited. Your
Michelin radials, low milegae, well mainpersonalized natal chart cast and interabout where you'll be living next year! We
tained, 30 plus m.p.g. $2195 or hes! offer. 659have a one bedroom apartment in Durham
preted, using the Placidean method. Time of
394!1.
4/10
birth & locafion necessary . $15. For more infor summer sublet witft fall option. Call !1611\
5839.
fo call Lou at 742-8180. 3/30
..-Or-Siile-·fin5 Green Vega-\\~oi't:· radials
Sl'MMER Sl'llLET: Spacious 2 bedroom
1
5
Tree Work - Tree removal and spring
apt; excellent location, rent negotiable, call
~~ft~~~t:1~)~au~ a~.rl. 3~-~~x~e~ft~~ ~~~ cleanup.
General chainsaw work and lan<fin person. R;ed Tower Apt 2, 19 Main St. 3/27
4/3
clearing projects. Experienced forestry
student 4/10
, .
Stop wondering whf're'll you'll bf' living nf'xt
·1969 -chf'\'y Bf'l-Air327-:2:1:)aireTca-rb.
r \·f'ar. Wt' han• a onP bedroom apt. for hrn in
automatic transmission power steering hurham for summf'r sublt>t with fall option,
m·eds front end work-$125.00 Call 742-7143 afwalkinit distanet' to campus. !16M-511:UI. 4/6
ter 5: 30. Ask for Dennis 3/30

lost and found

for rent

cars for sale

services

roommates

for sale
&·uba l>inrs! Outfit yourself completely
with top name equipment. Bai'ley Wetsuit
with vest, U.S. Divers 72 fl.-tank, Deep Star
re~ulator with S.t'.G. ~Ius much more.
~~Jle shabang $600.00 all Peter 742~288.

1965 t'he,·y Impala -396 4baire! carb. ·13
speed automallc) power steering, power
brakes <$250 worth of new parts>. Asking
$375.00Call Dennis at 742-714:! after 5:30 3/30

Looking for female to share. an apartment
beginning fall semester. Dover or vicinity.
Npn-smoker preferred. Kelly 868-9789 or 22172. 4/6

6
~~tfo~~~~
~~~~~~-:~:ft~·~~~~;~~
@te._..,so or .l;JO. AISO, 69 ToyQt_a <;orona,

Apartment to sublet: Need three roommates
to sublet apartment on Madbury Road from
May 14 through August. Call 868-:>201. 4/10

67000 mi. $300 or BO. Call Art aT 659-2891. 3/30

1971.Pmti!IM~fird V-6 Altlfiliiai1c". POwer
•
_; ~ifves with-black vinyl
tqp.,.Exct>llent thru-out. ~2000 . !162-2030 days;
&:;.:462 evenings. Ask for Ann.

wanted

' steef'm_g_, A

King -sizP wah•r hf'd wioth Bookcase headboard & liner - Excellent condt. $300 or Best
offer. Rob 868-1061. 3/30
For ~ah•: \"Oi. \ ·o 1-15 Sta hon Waj(ml. Engine
rebu1l_t to rally specs, new radials, quartz
Star -Printing Prt'ss. <Peddle tvpe'>Chase
headhghts, heavy towing hitch. Price $17:>0
size 7 b\' 11. "TwQ" Excelsior "case stand
negotiable. Call 436-8075 or 868-5313. 4/6
with •Dinet ·front tyj)e cases. ~xtra type
ases. Some furniture & reglets, quoim. com\"oho
·~2 ~ag01iparts- ' and . acc~ssri- i(;s~
posing sticks. l!:xtras, $300:00 Phone after 6
I>oor, windows, rims, tailgate tent, bucket
p.m. 868-5495. 3/30
seats, chrome. All verv good ' condition
Thrf't' l1t'droom -raist>d .. ranl·h with two
~7:sonable prices. Call 436-8075 or 868-5:113:
fil"eplaces and family room. Located on a
one acre tree-studded lot on Pinecrest Lane
in Durham, $74,900. Call GK Really 742171 VW S11uarrback, blown en~inC.- g'real
1177 /3652. 3/27
parts <new brakes, new clutch, new
----~~(:~ast~~o~~c~-~,~~ ~er over $7!1. Call 659STEREO AMPLIFIER: DYNACO ~fan
rooTed, 200 Watts RMS per channel, perfect
condition. $375 Tel. 868-2896. 4/10
- 1!17c1 SAAB!iii': V4engine exceITe11f'bodv' fair:
('ommuter meal card for sale (27 meals) fol
rs~~f~~~~~3;~~nsportation . $200 fimi. 664$50. Call Tom weeknights at 742-8977. 4/3
1''0H SALE: Two maple benches, $120.00:
1:'17:1 1·ornra · 1.,inJkrnifil!r- Wht . .Iircf ~nd-Scif t
Maple Captain's Chair and Mirte, $60.00 ·
top, rofebar, stereo, recenf valve job, aQ
Large metal desk, $75.00; Coleman
ne_w orakes. two sers or 1ires. ae;t1er mamRefrigerator Chest, $25.00; Blue Reclining
tamed, 70.000 mi. Asking $2500 or B.O. 8687151. 3, 30
Chair with Ottoman, $40.00; 2 UpholstereC
Office chairs, $20.00 each; hair drver (Portable) $10.00; Cushioned Sofa with metal
For sale: 1974 Olds Omega, silver, 2 dr.
~:!k:ri:.~nocall 868-2822 after 6:00 p.m. or
cx.lpe 1 ~dials, P .S./P.B, A.T. Craig co-axials,
Nice interior, little.rust, needs ahgnment &
~~~c~~uM~~~
best offer. Call 659-6383,
19i5 HD:l50H \'amahak excellent cond.,
4
asking $650, contact Mi e, Stoke 711, 8689896, 2-1142.

7j

HECOHDS! Cash for LP's from 1964-70.LP's
50/1.00/1.50, 45's-.25/ .50. Higher for certain
items. Price dependent on condition. Call
Jim at 742-11809. Keep trying. Exam1>les:
Kmks. Monkees, McCoys . 4/:l
\\'ANTED: one bedroom apt. or small house
ror UNH-employed couple, preferably country setting. House-sitters needl'd for fatuliv
on sabbatical'? Wanted by May I. Call
Lauren at llli2-l500 or 659-:.!0i-1 -tih

help wanted.
,n·i1:\ .:_ needs reprcscntatin•s 1mall' or
fema/e1 lo service Dorms. offices. and
territories in Durham, L('l'. l\ladbury. Earn
high commission. Phone 742-6666 or write
Genevieve Smith, 9 Concord Way, DOier.
N.H . 3/30
!\et•d Monf'J? A\·on can sol\'f' your problems.
Sell world famous toilt>tdt•s, gifts and
jewph·~·. Earn high commission. Phorw Gen
Smith i-1:!-f;!Hi6 for details without obligation.
:11:1:!0
St·netar~· mraftsperson .witgayoung lau~

dscape architectural •office in the Manchester area. Must be experienced in
secretarial skills, drafting skills desirable,
but not necessary. 15-25 hours per week.
Salary commensurate with experit'nce.
Heferences required. Tel. -134-9175. 4/ 23:l

Help Wanted: Store clerk and dock attendants. Full time and part time. Inquire at
Great Bay Marine, Fox Point Hd .,
Newingto~ 3/30
TENNIS PHOS WANTED - Excellent
Summer seasonal and year round positions
available: good playing and teaching
background , required. Call (301) 654-3770 or
send 2 complete resumes, pictures to: K.J.
Beldnap, W.T.S., 8401 Connecticut Avenw·.
Suite lOll, Chevy Chase, MD 20015 3/30,,
Ghost Writer to assist in the completion of ·
manuscrigt to be published late fall. Experience desirable, but style takes
precedent. If interested .... send sample of
work to J. James, P.O. tlOX 3294. Nashua.
N.H . 03061. 4/6y
Person needed to enter data into minicomputer, approx . 3-7 p.m. Mon.-Thurs. Must be
familiar with typewriter and JO-key
calculator. Call 659-5258. 3/27
Summer Job - Bartenders and short ordel"
cooks full and part-time. Workable around
summer courses. York Tennis and Golf Club,
30 minute,s from campus, Call 659-2990. 3/30
1
MOVING: Need persons willing to clean
empty house. Call 868-2822 after 6:00
evenings or the weekend for details. 3/30

~~£i1~~~:~~r~~~-: F~;~0!:·i~/o~~a~ron~

ca'll Donna Ninaldi at 742-1961. 3/27

Secretary /Coordinator. Unique position.
Must possess godd personality, be energetic
to handle typing, filing, light bookkeeping,
and travel. Temporary, part time, & wor'k
under minimum supervision. (617) 846!1047,
P.O. Box 3294, Nashua, N.H. 4/10
WANTEU: Work study student interested in
job as watchman at the Jackson Lab, Adams
Point, Durham. Evenings 1630-2200 and/or
Saturday 0800-1600. Work schedule flexjbJe.
Immediate opening. Call 862-2175. 3/27

PLA YGHOUND DIRECTOH arts and crafts, director, 2 Playground Aids, Water Safty
Summer Kecreatlon personneC needed
ror 1979 summer season, Ptaygrouna mrn:tor, arts & cra_fts director, 2 playground aids,
water safety instructor, weekenil lifeguard
lifeguard aid. Apply at The Raymond
·Recreation Department, Raymond, N.H.
03077, Telephone 895-2631. 4/ 6

-personals
~DH-A

week-long celebration? You've got
1t made! Happy 20th and here's to more abstraction, !ess boring reality ,more fun and
no more fissures. The last card was true.
Love MAF. 3/27
Briggs- Happy 21st! Get psyched for Boston
<again! J Nuts!1 80 Gainesborou_gh St
champagne breakfasts, hats from chmatown
~·~re v9u !!iris with. the Red Sox?" running
with Mu:;hael and Jim <Cute bathrobe[) the
Row - rescued by Kojak drinking with the
boys from Charlestown (Hingham??) and
other B.U. pucks at THE Down Under the
rock, pretzels - all this and MORE (much I)
Love, Nadine. 4/3
·
Dear 14th Amendment TYJ~e: Dolly MapJ>
seeks research' assistant grant trainee. Call
m person for application- 3

i ~)27apply

EXPERIENCE .is not necessary but EN'l'HU~lASM is: lnterestea 1n.. any 01 .tne
Creative Arts'I Cortsider Eaton House for an
interesting living experience next year. Call
Tom or Ellen, 2-1226. 4/10
Tony Bennet- JHappy 22! You really are a
sweat heart - even Chough you're an EE from
Dovaah. Our hearts w\11 be with you
s~~Fr~e:c1~c~~O. Is yours still here or is 1t in

Gary - Senior year would never have been
the same without Young Drive Parties, Sunday night Mub Pubs, and Kingsbury Hall.
Full or part time custodian for Portsmouth , How
c_ould we eyer forget someone that
~~W~i1t~~~o1~~bi.n1:lvi~;1_u3~~~ memoersmp: walks. mto el_evalors, slingshots frogs, and
always has Lime for a friend. Have a very
...-Happy Birthday!!! Love, Ladies of Suite 214.

~~~~r~o~o:n~ ~e~r~~~~°:r t~:~i~~~~~i

program. Most positions for work study
students. Involves live-in supervision of local
high school students at Smith Hall. Good experience, well paid, room and l'oard
provided. Call Dan Cassidy, 862-1563. 4/6
M.E. SUMMEH FIELD EXPERIENCE.
Precision tube manufacturer. Laconia area.
Meta_llurgy interl'st _helpful. Call &62-1184 for
appomt~ent by Apnl 2.3/27
M.E. SU'.\IMEH FIELD EXPERIENCE.
Local comput~r manufacturer. Must have
complded 111111or year. Call 81i2-ll84 for appointment oy April 5. 3/27
M.E. SUM'.\IER Fll<LD EXPERIENCE.
Local manufacturer of scientific eguipment.
Manufacturing rroblem solving. Completed
junior year. Cal 862-1184 for appointment by
April 5. 3/27
M.E. SUMMER FIELD EXPERIENCI'.:.
Local plastics manufacturer . l ompleted
junior year_ New product development. Call
862-1184 for appointment by April 2. 3/27
Chem. E. SUMMER FIELD EXPERIEN('E. Local plastics manufacturer <three
openings). Completed junior year. Production problem solving. Quality control. Call
862-1184 for appointment by April 2. 3/27 .
,\DMN. OH ('OMPUTER SCIE:\ICE SUMMER FIELD EXPERIENCE <2>. Manufacturer . Newbury, MA. End of soph or junior
year. Internal documentation, systems
analysis. Development of user manuals. Call
862-1184 for appointment by April 2. 3/27

. ZOOLOGY. BOTANY, OH l\U('ROBIOI.OGY
l\li\JORS SUl\1MEH FIELD EXPEHIENCES <2l. Museum of Natural History on
Cape Cod. Conduct Summer Natural History '
fieJd classes and lectures. Help construct
exhibits. Mµst qualify for colle~ work
~t~dy. Call 862-1184 for appointment y April
HISTOH\;-Sl'MMEH

F-tt:i.,I)

EXPft;RtE~·

CE. Informant. Living history museum.
Plymouth, MA. Work and explain exhibits to
public. $3.00 hour. Call 1162-118-1 for appoint- ·
.
··
men! by April 2. 312i
E.E.

St'SIMJ.:R

ViELD EXPEHIE!';{'ES.

Local Manufacturer. Two openings. C'om!)lete sophomore year. Projecf in the
Clevelopment of fioer o_ptics. Project in
Oc_ean Thermal Energy . Call !162-11!1-1 for appomtment before April 5. 3/27
.

HAPP\' BIH.THDi\Y PARTNER. Your
Random Bimbo Generator is in the mail, late
of course. Have a great birthday and last 7
"
weeks of college. Love JFM. 3/27
Do you think you know everything about
sex? Guess agam and keep your eyes open Human sefoality in April! jf :IO
To AZ pledgt>s Linda, Debbie & Mary No
matter what you do, you'll always be "little"
to us. Get psyched! We luv ya, Magpie,
S':!_eila and Buckets 3'27
Stranger what can I say about all the notes
other lhan guess? 3/27
·
HEY PARTIERS?! Tickefs for SAE-sPrfrlg
carnival are on sale now. 3/30
Gary: How could anyone born on March 27th
be all bad <although you try pretty hard)
Happy birthday - nope you have a gOod day.
Your loving birthday buddy. P.S. ;\re vou
sure we aren't long-lost twins.
I LOVE YOU! 3/27
SllAHON - Happy 22nd Birthday! Hope it's
the best! Love, Cfaudi'a. 3/27
.
HAPPY 20TH MADAME B--Here's to a year
of "nightmarish" fun and key merriment
with tlie bunkhouse regulars. Hey goof, we
love you. Us.
·
Sharon: Happy. Birthday, sweetiP ! ! Hope it's
the best, JUSt like you. Get psyched to
celebrate tonight mucho! Much Joye, your
roomies. 3/27
Sneaming in the Hain: Don't touch me I'm a
real live wire . Punk out Sat. the 7th. Be bad
be anything but be there:-3/ 27
Post war Punk Sat. the 7th look-here Thurs.
for more details. 3/ 27
Johnnv gun, Tommy Hammer. Suzie Crystal
Saturday the 7th. Punks on anything Pogo for
spring. Be there. 3/2]
And so jt goes, and so it goes. and so it goes
Sat. the 7th at I, 2, 3 - . Be there. Phil, Brian
& Dave will. 3/ 2i
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"service not all students would

use.

Man,datory he&th fee ·
· HEALTH FEE ·
continued f.rom page 1

-l

costing $505,350 yearly are paid
for )Vith $335,000 from general
University funding. The balance
is made up by fee-for-service
charges and voluntarily paid
health fees, according to the
committee. General University
funding comes from a pool of
money"drawn from varioils sources
of University income, ineluding students.
The first proposal, and which
has been supported by the committee, calls for the general
University fun.ding to remain the
same while introdudng a man-

sity- funding back to roughly
$280,000 and reducing the number
i>f new services to be provided by
· the first plan.
A third plan also -calls for
reduced new services,. keeping
general University funding at
$335,000 per year and dropping
the mandatory annual health fee
to $30 for each student.
The last alternative · that
Stevens spoke of was in case the
policy of a mandatory fee was
rejected. If this happens, he said,
a voluntary health fee would have
to be writfen on the· tuition bill in
the hopes that many students
would opt for it. Stevens could not

d.atory fee of $40 a year per

.say how great that voluntary fee

student.
This plan would allow for an
expanded range of services at
·Hood
House
including
gynecological and family planning and consumer health
education. Three registered
nurses, a health educator, a
gynecologist and a larger clerical
staff would also be added.
A second plan, the one favored
by Stevens, calls for a $40 yearly
fee while cutting general Univer-

would have to ·be to provide for
necessary services.
Committee co-chairman Mark
Hiller said that the same system
has been tried at other northern
New
England
schools-..:the
Univer;sities of Maine and Vermont--with little success.
In the Student caucus Sunday
night, members were divided on
the mandatory fee . Some felt that
it was unjust to force all students
to pay as much as $40 yearly for a

.D AN SKIN

Mon.-Sat.

Durham

.._.,....,,,,,""'''" ....
~

-

-·-

FRANKLIN

THEATRE
Tues 6:30 & 8:30 Mar 27

MOVIE MOVIE
-- Wed only 6:30 & 8:30 Mar 28
Back by Request
Woody Allen's

''INTERIORS''
Thurs-Sat 6:30 & 8:3·5 Mar 29-31

''THE GREAT TRAIN·
ROBBERY"
Also: Sat. Matinee 1: 00 pm
Benefit Girl Scout Troop·

"INTERNATIONAL
VELVET"
Coming ...

' 'FASTBREAK' '
Also Coming . . .

THE WARRIORS
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Every .W ednesday Night Get
Together With Your Friends
at the Paradise Disco with
Bill Coleman
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BOARD OF.
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868-5141
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9:30-5:30

Paradise. Lounge

UNION -·

I

LOUISE'S SPORT SHOP

:*

MEMORIAL

I
I

S"Wimsuits for
Adults and Children

.,.) , : ·.-··y\r1
NINETEEN

~**************************~*
.

*
•*'

I

1-

Leotards~ Tights-Skirts

Mill Rd.
Plaza

Senators Greg Borden and
Mark Johnson questioned the
need for more comprehensive
health services for students.'
Speaking with regard to the
Christian Science theology where
medical services are refused,
Johnson raised the question of
whether or not "a mandatory fee
would violate their right to conscientiously object."
The committee said that, while
"it is arguable that a mandatory
health fee violates indfvidual
rights in the selection of personal
health care providers, it is also
widely accepted that important
communitY.. services must be
supported by taxation, regardless of wh~ther each person
paying the tax chooses to use the!
ser~ice~_provided by the tax." .

P~GE
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Positions Available:
*Area I Representative
*Commuter Representative
*Greek Representative
*Thompson School Representative
*Graduate Student Represe_n tative ·
The Memorial Union Board of. Governors
is the·policy making body for tl~eMemor~ ·
ial Union/Student Activities. Ter:tns·of
office are for tnree semesters. The.B oard
has 15 members; 2 PAT:staff, f act:llty:, ·t
opera ting.staff, :-9 undergtadua te students~
lal~mnus; e1:nd 1 graduate _stud~nt
1

(

Interested.students should pickup
an application from:
.Stephanie.Berg, -Room 322 ·
Administrative Office -·MUB
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Return by April 10. All
a·p phcants wi_H"bttseteened
by the appropriate un(lergraduate·
Student Council/Com·m ittee .p rior to
recommending candidates tne Board
of Governors for approval

to
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·calendar

•

comics

Doonesbury

by Garry Trudeau
/I.Jell, I THINK rr aJ45

.-

JIMMY, IV/EN /J/IJ
YOlJ RRST PEACH
TH& /JeC5/0N
7VRETIR£?

!

CALENDAR
continued from page 1

vacation will change the whole
complexion of Christmas.
The committee also recommends that Semester I begin in
mid-September and Sem~ster II
in mid-February. The interval
between the two semesters would
be at least a week.
"Each semester would have 14
weeks of cla~ses, with equal
numbers ~f Mondays, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays,'' the proposal said.
There would be no classes on
Saturdays.
The
committee
proposal

THe Mt»llNG I /l/ALKEIJ
/NllJ Mt KffOl&N AN{)
FOIJNIJ A aJUP/.£ FANS
60/NG 7HRa)(jH THe
7M5H eAl\t. I.. IJH..
IUOO- IS IT, J'&NNY? =====-===•

,.

suggcst3 a

.by Jeff

Shoe

M-a~N elly

collegiate crossword
./ 48 Gennan pronoun
49 tide
1 Pocket the cue ball 50 Certain lodge
member
8 Airline company
14 Beforehand bargain 51 Fur coat material _
15 Large shellfish
55 Wire measure
16 Shoots a gun again 56 Press 17 Leaves
58 Solvent ingredient
18 Lady sheep
60 Incomplete
19 Noisy disturbances 61 Holy places ,
21 Part of NNP ·
62 Fitted within one
·22 "God's Little - "
another
24 Slender fish
63 Gannent workers
ACROSS

~........~_......____.

25 Italian seaport

26 Prearranged fight
27 Jazz percussion
instruments
~
29 Arabian seaport
!o--+---1--+---t 30 Elinor of the Met
32 Gershwin piece~ for
short
34 College courses
36 Track team
39 Self-centered one
43 Newspaper item, for
short
44 Makeup of cards
46 Football's ~
Graham
.........-1--6----+.-+--+--+-- -4 7 Laminated mineral

13 Fate
15 Long Island
university
20 Extremely depressed
23 Type of peach
25 Low-p_itched
woodwind _
27 Granmatical
structures
28 Pitcher'$ statistic
31 Mr. Whitney
33 Slangy throw
35 Sailed

36

Aaron~s

Chri~tmas

holiday of

about 10 days, a Thanksgiving
holiday of about 5 days, and an
Easter jholiday of at least 7 days.
The ex~ended final exam
schedule would give p_rofessors
an option of holding three hour
exams.
The committee has authorized
· a poll of students to "gather data
regarding student opinion." Cox
said the poll was made up by him
and two committee members
who favor the proposed calendar.
Cox said the poll would be
mailed out to a random sample of
students within a week. He said
the poll must be completed by the
next academic .senate meeting,
about four weeks from now.
Sharon
Young,
assistant
professor · of Home Economics,
presented the'--Calendar Committee's proposal to the Academic Senate yesterday. The Senate
tabled discussion on the calendar
changes · because of a lack of
time.
, young could not be reached for
comment last night, but .some
professors at the last S~nate
·meeting expressed concem over
the short amount of time auowed
for final exams.
The Calendar Committee wrote
in the motion that it "enthusiastically
supports
and
strongly
recommends" · the
proposed calendar changes.
The new calendar, if adopted,
would run from 1981-82 through at
east 1986-87.

specialty

37 Texas city
38 Comedian Don 40 First on the list
1 Butter, jam, etc.
2 Hair style
(2. wds.)
41 Wood or leather
3 Sports official
4 " - was saying .. "
worker
5 Infield covering
42 Like some bathing
suits
6 Liz raylor role,
for short
45 Whip
·'
7 Red-letter woman
51 Created
8 Above: Ger.
52 Employed
9 Siestas
53 Yearn
IO .Longshoreman's
54 Type of insurance
union (abbr.-)
·57 Ending for
11 Whi rlwfnd
,
correspond
12 Became a contestant 59 Mr. Conway
DOWN

WHITEHOUSE
OPTICIANS, INC.;
Dover Drug Building
6 Broadway
Dover, N~ H.
Tel. 742~1744
8:30-5; Closed Wed ....-RX PRESCRIPTIONS
. FILLED OR DUPLICATED

WEATHER INSTRUMENTS.
SUNGLASSES BINOCUL~

•

SNEAKERS

.· a -t

. Puma-1\!ike-Tiger
Conv~rse-Spot Bilt Bata

f

Shoes for ~1_1 sports at all prices

WEDNESDAY

SPECTRUM
-

-

LOUISE'S SPORT SHOP

THURSDAY

COMPANY CREEK
BLUEGRASS

9:30-5:30

Mill Rd.

Plaza

868-5141

FRI-SAT ·

PURL"Y
PURDY GATES

BAND

\

Concrete canoes ,
CANOES
continued from page 2
minutes so if you fail in you
have to get out fast. Last year I
was in the water five "to ten
minutes and by the time .I
reached the shore they had to
drag me out of the water."
~ Hansen and -Pineo have been
wtiite-water canoeing since September
to
perfect
their
techniques.
But athletic skills and white. water knowledge are not all that
is needed to win this curious race.
The design and construction of
the canoes is tested just as much
as the skills of the contestants.
And UNH's entrants are more
than a 11Hle pro-ud of their
unusual crafts.
The boats are made of two
layers of chicken wire and one
fayer of hardwire, Hansen explained. Concrete is then pressed
into the grooves between the
wire. When complete, the boat is
about a quarter ~fan inch ~hi~k:
"The wire is the strength of the
boat," said Hansen, "the concrete is there just to keep the
water out. "
"The boats take about a week

and a half to build," said Hansen,
"about a hundred hours."
Last year the students designed
their own boat but this year
they're using a -fiberglass whitewater canoe as a mold, which
they hope will allow easier handling through rapids.
Ruth Scherr and Cindy White
have wor~ed on a special concrete for the boats since January .
''The concrete has special added
mixers and a secret light-weight
aggregate," said Beliveau.
After the concrete has been
placed on the mol~ it is left for
five days before being removed.
The concrete must be kept moist
so that no air pockets form while
drying. The concrete boat is then
removed and covered by wet tarps
for another twenty-eight days.
The students have finished-except for cosmetics--one of the
four boats. This week they-'ll be
applying the paint and UNH insignia.
"When it's through you
wouldn't be able to tell the difference between it and a regular
canoe, " said Hansen, "until you
picked it up. " He said
the
- --

EARN MONEY&
EARN CREDITS* THIS SUMMER!
eEarn your-own financial aid for
next year's expenses . ..
Eam UNH Credit toward your degree:---while you work ...
eGain on-the-job experience in a
potential career field . ..
'
eTry out new career areas .. ·.
eMake valuabl e c ontacts for your
future employme!Jt.

average weight of a concrete
canoe is 130 pounds.
The onlv obstacles the racers
forsee are if the boat gets punc-1.
tured and the six-riiile falls that
are art of . the race course.
.,
CMllmrf t.-.
1 h
n

I

"We're allowed one portage covers the rocks in the falls then
(travelling over ·land) but you we'll go for it."
'
don't win that way," said
The ten to twelve mile race will
Beliveau.
take place on Saturday, April 21st
· Milstone continued, "If we get on the Kenduskeag River, just
enough rain so that the water north of Bangor, Maine.
o
o.-.n--:-•--........;.;;.--",41mio(..-.n
Ii
n~,
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SPRING CARNIVAL
I Food Games Prizes Beverage
t-

Be sure to get. your tickets early
Sat. March 31

:

GO NUTS!!
i'
2:00-12:45
I
Brothers and Guests
-..c,._....,.-c,.._.c1..-,,._..c,..-.C,,_.,,~c~,._..~,.,..,.,~,-9t1U.,..a-Hc~nj
A

'THIS SUMMER
APPRENTICE ·
IN NEW YORK WITH
TOP PROFESSIONALS
FOR
CREDIT

e

'

-

WE HAVE SUMMER JOBS FOR
THESE UNH STUDENTS:

If you are a college stUdent preparing for a career in the visual or performing arts, here
is a unique opportunity to earn 6 credits while gaining practical work experience -as
an apprentice to a distinguished New Yori< professional. Join students from over 25
states ahd 45 colleges who have found the Arts Apprenticeship Program a most enriching and valuable experience. Apprenticeships can be arranged based on individual experience and interest and include:
,

fe

College of Engineering and Physical
Scienc.es majo~s . . _.
e Geography,rHistory, and Philosophy
majors . . .
Whittemore School of Business arid
'
Econo_mics majors . ..
tt Career Option m·inors . . .
Associate in Arts candidates.

e

e

.

'

CHECK OUT THE CLASSIFIED
\\HELP WANTED" ADS .IN
TODAYS NEW HAMPSHIRE

f

OR CONTACT
BOB MCCAFFERY, D.C.E.
BROOK HOUSE,
ROSEMARY LANE
TEt EPHONE 862-1"'184.

c

·r urn Uf-JH credits ur•der sup· ·rvrsron of fac_ultv
from your mo1or . cuncentrot1on. or d egree option·

..

PAINTING/SCULPTURE/PRINTMAKING/CINEMA
GRAPH IC DESIGN /PHOTOGRAPHY/VIDEO-TELEVISION
MUSEUM-GALLERY WORK/INTERIOR DE~l_CiNITHEATRE

f

e

".
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• Discover, up front, ·how successful professionals function in the most competitive
and provocative city in the world .
• Venture beyond the classroom environment to preview yourfie.ld by actually working in a demanding·professional environment.
• Enjoy an exciting semester in New York - arts and communications capital of the
world - with its museums, galleries, cinema, theatres.
Tuition: $800 for 6 credit hours in summer.
For more information, mail the coupon below or call collect (212) 741-8975

,~-···-·····-··
------,,~ r-~~•
Director of Special Programs
I
Parsons School of Design
I
•

I

•
1I

I
I

s

rDA
n. RSO N

66 Fifth Avenue, New York. N.Y. 10011
Please send me-more information about the
Parsons/New School Arts Apprenticeships Program
for Summer. 1979-"

SCH 00 L
~-~·::~:=·-····-----~---0 FDES IG N
=

Myareaofinterestis
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

I

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·

A Division of the New School
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nowoffefed at
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAIVIPSH.IRE
Call:
CAPTAIN DON FOWLER
862-1078
.

/

OR
ViSit us at Zais Hall, U.N.H.

. .
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Best hockey--east or west?
EAST-WEST
continued from page 24
sonally think the -easfhas better
hockey - I really do. · There;s
more passing."
Crowe's openess caused for an
article to appear the next day in
the Detroit Free Press, a paper
which also called Dartmouth a /
small "private graduate school".
" which seemed to rely more on its academic boards for scores,
rather than putting scores on the
scoreboard.
The rash statement prompted
Dartmouth's student radio
station to ·announce the Big
, Green's starting lineup in the
consolation game with their
grade point averages instead of
their jersey numbers. Every
member was above a 3.0.
It was quite a contrast between
the philosophy of east and 'west.
The ECAC emphasizes ~kills, the
west tactics. Both sides claim to
play better hockey. For the tournament MVP, Minnesota goalie
Steve , Janaszak, the better
hockey is out west.
"Without a doubt, tbe WCHA is the premier league in college,"

he said. "I feel the clubs in the
WCHA - take nothing aw'!)' from
the east - are more balanced.
That plus we play more games.
The east has a lighter schedule
and it hurts them when they come
to play in the natioJlal tournament."
A legitimate claim - one which
is backed up by the fact that the
WEHA has won 25 of the last 31
titles. Minnesota has won three of
the last six NCAAs in the sevenyear career of Herb Brooks.
Brooks now becomes the head
coach of the US National Team
and the US Olympic squad.
According to Jim Reeder, a
graduate assistant at the University of Michigan, the difference ·
lies in the player, not the coach.
"It is a different kind of player
in the American mgn scnoois ana
Canadian leagues out here," he
said. "I don't know why. They
just learned to play a different
style of game."
Eastern teams dQ take trips out
west occassionally to play in
either the W.CHA or the t~CHA.
But a trip like that comes only
oncEJ or twice in the year. For

Lax01en win scri0101age

most western -teams (and North
Dakota is a good example), those The UNH men's lacrosse team thrashed Boston State Saturday,
trips are a weekly occurence.
: 13-5, in a scrimmage in Boston.
Their season also is a month
"It was the best first half of lacrosse that we've played all
longer, running from Septembeli
year,'' said coach Ted Garber. ''We passed the ball as ~ell as
to March while the east usually
anyone in New England can pass the ball.''
begins in October.
Eleven Wildcats figured in tlie scoring. "That was a real team
What you have out west, then,
effort," said Garber. "Everyone contributed. There was no selfis not nece~sarily a more
ishness."
professionally-run program or a
Curt Shumway led the UNH scoring attack with four goals while
bigger committment, but ·rather
Jeff Nawrocki, Dennis-Coyte and Eric Fraser scored two goals
a better-located league (geoeach. John Fay added a goal and four assists.
graphically situated in a highThe win avenges last year's 14-9 UNH loss.
school hockey hotbed of Min"They were up for us," said Garber. "They really get
nesota, Michigan and Wisconsin,
psyched."
_
and c1ose to Ontario) and the funBoston State came out in their colorful game uniforms, only to
ding to get what the members
see the Cats walk out dressed in blue and gray so they couldn't be
need.
·
/
_ ·
scouted, according to Garber.
-This is not to say that the east
UNH now has two weeks until their home opener, when they
is in a hole, because some schools
host Middlebury College, a perennial power and Small College
are committed to . a sound
champion of New England.
program. They are the ones, like
Garber feels the break won't hurt the team. "It's a chance to
corneII, Boston umversny, anq_
improve offensively and make the offense more potent than right
UNH, which finish consistently
now,'' he said.
on top. Yet, there are schools
"If we get this offense clicking, we're gonna be t~ugh to stop."
which are limited in their
programs ~ and it is thi~ fact
~
s==·=·=·=·=·=·=·:·=·=·=·=·=·=·:·:·:·:~:·:·:·:·:···:·:·:·=·=·=·~=·=·=·=·=·:
which, like expansion in the :=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=====G
~················.:
lri.11 8 ·········································!e·.~··························
professional ranks, hampers the
overall quality of eastern hockey.
When east meets west, it's the
west that draws first.

erry: ·1e

Glimpses,i>]"'~a-·To·;,.-·······-·.w····

DanW&: "I'm ne'l)er afraid" weekend ·i n ·D etroit

DANIELS
continued from page 24
person whom the semor actministra tion major says has helped
him is Professor John Beckett.
"He opened the door for me to a
. whole new way of thinking,'' he
continues, "he's affected my life
as mu~h as any coach.''
Daniels is of average stature
and build, and doesn't stand out
physically, but he is the definite
team leader. He has been captain
for two years. "I'm an informal
leader by nature," he says, "I
think it's more in my skiing,
though."
"Grove is highly respected by
his teammates," says Berton.
''He's a very fierce competitor."
John Fulton, who has skied
with him for three years, says
Daniels. is a "really sincere guy
who shows really good team
spirit.''
"He has incredible confidence
ip his skiing," says teammate
Jeff Nawrocki.
.
His team-oriented attitude was
-displayed last month at the Middlebury Carnival. This meet,
which was for the Eastern
regional title, was the last chance
for UNH ski-jumper Steve Young
- to qualify for the · NCAAs. Between jumps, Daniels went down
and-carried Young's skies up the
mountain for him. "He needed a
rest," Daniels explained simply,

H~ALSTATS

cat stats
NCAA

PLAYOFFS

Scott Burkart
Joe Basius
Greg Moffett
Ken Lorance
UNH TOTALS
OPPONENTS

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
197
137

0
0
0
O
340
232

0
·0
O
O
537
369

Goalie Summary Games
Greg Moffett
31
Ken Lorance
5
UNH TOTALS
35
OPPONENTS
35

\

· .. .

---~-----

..

--~~

Minutes
1852
280
2132
2132

upped it to 3·1 on the power play

repaired during the intermission.

"he deserved it." Young went on greatest accomplishment." It octo qualify for the nationals_ h of cured in his first race as a college
· "We've got a good bunc
skier.
gtiys," Daniels says. "That's
Skiing as an unofficial sixth enanother reason why I'm glad I'm try, the freshman from UNH
here."
finished an _astonishing third
The road has not always been place in the race ... "I think I
smooth for the easy-going yet always want to ski that way," he
competitive Daniels. After his reflects.
freshman year, Terry Aldrich,
He is rational in analyzing his
the ski coach that had recruited skiing. "If I was this gqod five
him, left UNH and the athletic years ago, I'd have a shot at the
department subsequently drop- US team, but for me now, there's
ped the men's varsity ski no pressure. That's probably one
program. Daniels also decided reason why I'm sk~ing better
not to return to Durham that fall.
now.
His decision was the result of a
"There's nobody out there in
combination of things, Daniels the west, or here in the east, that
emphasizes, and not merely the I can't beat." He speaks with the
impending doom of UNH s1ding. utmost confidence, almost mat''I tried to see how far I could go ter-of-factly,
yet
without
(skiing)," he says, looking back ·cockiness. "Before a race,
at his year off. 'It wasn't for me." sometimes I ~el confident and
The following year, with a new sometimes I feel nervous, but I'm
coach and the team returned to never afraid.''
varsity status, Daniels came
"Grover knows exactly what's
back, ready for school and skiing. happening on skis," concludes
He ran into discipline problems ' Berton.
with Berton, his new coach, and
What are the future plans for
was asked to leave the team for a Grover Daniels after graduation?
week. Daniels took three weeks "I'd like to join a family corporaoff.
tion. I'm going to turn pro, not for
He looks at things differently the income, but I can win some
now. "I was wrong--he was and have a fun time.''
right," he says. "Paul and I get
"Eventually " he adds "I'd
along really well. He's a good like to own a~d operate' a ski
man, he's a good coach."
/ area. Thaf's my goal - I'll be
Shifting the conversation back ther~ someday."
to skiing, Daniels recalls his
And he probably will.

Name
Goals Assists Points
42
32
74
Ralph Cox
Bob Francis
20
46
66
Bob Gould
31
27
58
Bruce Crowder
22
30
52
Frank Roy
16
29
45
Terry Flanagan
20
25
45
27
40
Frank Barth
13
Dana Barbin
to 19 29
Mike Waghorne
1
23
24
At Detroit, Ml
Sean Coady
1
16
17
SEMI-FINAL ROUND
Ross Yantzi
5
14
19
Thursday
;
Paul Surdam
0
16
16
~ad Hott
2
10
12 Minnesota 4... New Nam,,._
6
5
11
Dan McPherson
Friday
·
Bruce Rintoul
4
5
9 North Dakota 4 ..... Dartmouth 2
Ron Reeve
3
6
9
Tom St.Onge
3
6
9FINAL ROUND
2
6
8
John Normand
Saturday
Ed Olsen
0
6
6
Jeff Beaney
;- 2
1
3 Minnesota 4 ...... North Dakota 3
f
Consolation
Stephen Stone
0
0
0

Gary Clark

4-2 and finally 4-3 Tor the final.
Gopher captain Steve Christoff
opened the game with his 38th
tally of the year al!_d J()hn
Meredith made it 2-0 on a tricky
wrist shot eight minutes into the
game.
Though Sioux Bill Himmelright
brought UND back to 2-1, Minnesota defenseman Bill Baker

Good afternoon! For breakfast out in Detroit, former The New
Hampshire sports editors ,Ed McGrath (now at Foster's Daily
Democrat) and Rick Tracewski of the Concord Monitor breakfasted
on scambled eggs, coffee, danish, and fresh fruit at the Coff~e Gardens
and said it couldn't be beat.. .Speaking of being beat, an emotionally
drained Dartmouth coach George Crowe responded to an NCAA official when asked Friday if they wanted Saturday morning ice time to
practice for the consolation game, "Are we gonna skate tomorrow
morning? No t~anks, we' re gonna try to skate at 4 o'clock in the afternoon."
Golden aopher ,coach Herb Brooks has been known to have a
10ose tongue, and subjected himself to criticism early in the season
when he said, "We can win the national championship." According to
Brooks, he was quoted as saying "we will," not "can." "Those were
our goals," explained Brooks. "I put the team in the hole, and they responded. Rather nicely huh? Yeah, not bad."
What a difference a day makes: a look at the ,record book shows
that teams which play in the Friday night semi-final games hold an
edge over their Thursqay night counterparts in terms of NCAA titles
won. M.i nnesota made a break with tradition this year, though, taking
UNH on Thursday and North Dakota Saturday.
WisconsinJans still showed up in the Motor City despite not having
a contending team. A red and white bed sheet from the upper teirs
read, "Wisconsin is here in Spirit(s)" ... None of the press visiting the
Olympia will ever have to worry about a sugar shortage as there was a
constant supply of Coca-Cola and boxed popcorn that was so salty
that you always went back for more Coke. I probably have enough
blood sugar to outrace Bill Rodgers in a marathon, get up for my eight
o'clock classes and still have enough zeal to take on/my growing laundry bag.
The North Dakota loss in the finals could be termed a farce. Or
rather that's what they call their equivalent of Art Shaw's group of
"winning team-losing team" groupies. "The Farce" consists of 30-40
UND students wearing referee · shirts ana yellow hats with a red
revolving light on top. If The Farce felt an official made the wrong
call, they would hang over the glass and hold out dollar bills. Rumor
has it that one day in North Dakota an official turned around and took
the bribe, but then gave it back ... The Farce also throws out sieves
when the Sioux build up a sizeable lead, and then to add to the opposing goalie's plight, they hurl out a huge 'hockey puck almost three
feet in diameter.
'
Kermit the Frog is the offlcial Fighting Sioux mascot. It seems a local
hi~h school was usin~ the costume and _gave it to North Dakota.
During an away game at Michigan, Kermit was stolen, student inside
him and all, and held for an undisclosed ransom. Both the student and
Kermit were eventually returned, but the incident set off a wave of
"Kermit fever" ... Ke~it puppets were everywhere in Olympia
Stadium to back up the slogan adopted with the famous muppet:
"Kermit's luck guides our puck."
The rivalry is so intense between the Gophers and Sioux that The
Farce threw a dead gopher on the ice after one UNO score during the
regular season.
·
Two Dartmouth hockey players eating at the Coffee Garden noticed
tournament referees Quinn and Riley eating nearby. Upon summoning
the waitrlss, they sent , over a plate of carrots to aid the referees'
eyesight that evening. Quinn returned to the table after the meal and
reminded the two players that had the officials in the DartmouthClarkson quarter-final game eaten carrots, the Green wouldn't have
been in Detroit. The officials missed . a Clarkson score- that went ,
through the net and was never counted, even though the net was

Dartmouth 7... New Hampshire 3

GA
115
33
148
203

Saves
953
147
1100
1119

Gophers
upse---

Sioux
NCAA HOCKEY
continued from page 24

with arebound tally in close.
The play of the game, and the
reason J anaszak was voted MVP,
came with five minutes left.
UND's Erwin Martens waltzed in
from the UM blue line $ind rifled a
shot that clearly had goal marked
all over it.
Yet whether it was instincts,
skill or pure luck, Janaszak made
- a sensational glove save to the
top corner and UND went without
the equalizer .

'

Herb Brooks' view on the state of the game, and the type of people
he wants to play it: "This is a working man's game and they should
come to play with a hard hat and lunch-pail."
,
WTSN's Jock MacKenzie missed out, on this trip to the fyfotor City
because of a vacation he had scheduled over a year ago. Maybe Jock
had had a premonition ... On a more serious note, MacKenzie w ill be
stepping down as the voice of the UNH hockey team for health
reasons. Jim Jeannotte, who handled the play-by-play in Detroit,
seems the likely replacement, but who would handle the play-by-play
on Channel'll TV broadcasts?

•
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Avenges ECAC loss

Green rolls in Co-n solation
By Lee Hunsaker
The NCAA championships in
the Detroit Olympia have not
been kind to the UNH Wildcats.
Neither was Dartmouth, for that
matter, as the Big Green rolled
over UNH to a 7-3 win in the consolation game Saturday afternoon.
Dartmouth, led by captain
Mark Culhane's two goals, scored
three times in each of the last two
periods, while UNH tallied only
once.
_
·
Though the Big Green did win,
it was still a dismal way to end
the season - as it was for the
Wildcats - playing in the consolation contest. UNH ended its
season with a 22-10-3 mark. Dartmouth wa::i 19-9-2.

Things looked good early in the
game for UNH, as Ralph Cox
sandwiched tallies around Ric ·
Mellum's goal to give -the Wildcats a first period 2-1 lead.
The t~o goals by Cox gave him
a total of 42 for the season, yet
another record for the 5' 11", 180pound senior. The goals came on
two different types of shots, the~
first a twenty-foot backhand into
the top right corner and the other
working as pretty a give-and-go
play with junior center Bob
•
UNH goalie Greg Moffett watches a Dartmouth shot sail past Francis.
..The second goal handcuffed
him into the net. Moffett found himself-in the same position six 'Dartmouth
Bob Gaudet,
other times Saturday afternoon as the Cats fell to the Big who tried togoalie
sprawl
in front of
Green 7-3 in the NCAA consolation game. <Gerry Miles photo)
Francis hoping to avert any shot
or pass. Yet Francis was still
able to slide a neat, soft pass to
" Mr. Goals" who slipped it into
the open net.
,
The joy would end soon ,
however, after Bruce Crowder's
second period goal gave UNH a 31 lead. Culhane pocketed his two
goals and Chip Bettencourt gave
the Big Green their first lead of
the night, 4-3, at·l3:51.
All three Dartmouth scores

the _new hampShire

sports

came on the power play, a unique
situation for UNH, which had
given up only 37 shorthanded
goals all year. In all, UNH would
yield four power play goals on
seven attempts.
According to Dartmouth coach
George Crowe, the win was
revenge for the Big Green, even
though it wasn't particularly
sweet coming in the consolations.
''The only thing missing was
the crowd," said Crowe after the
game, remarking on the attendance of less than 1,000. "It's
hard to get up, but the guy,s were
able to do the job. The mqin thing ·
was coming off the ECACs (at
Boston Garden). We remembered the loss."
·
Crowe ::iaid his tea~ was loooc ,

Wildcat players and fans were
delirious after winning the ECAC
championship, the first in UNH
history.
.
Now, with locker room air stale
from the silence, players stared
blankly ahead ; others tried to
explain the loss to reporters.
It was Minnesota's time to
rejoice. Two weeks earlier the
Golden Gophers were feeling the
pain which UNH players felt in
Detroit, when North Dakota beat
them for the WCHA title.
"I put these guys in the hole
from day one, " said Brooks. " I
said we could and can win the
whole thing and I meant it. I ·
knew they could do it.''
"We had the desire and the
determin:::ttion; " said MVP Steve
Janaszak. ''They <North Dakota )
tOOk the cup right out of our hands.
We owed them this. ''
The Gophers jumped on the
Fighting Sioux for three goals in
the- first period. Sioux mentor
John Gasparini could be cited for
starting senior Bill Stankoven in
nets instead of freshman Bob
Iwabuchi, the WCHA's leading
goalie with a 2.86 goals-against
average.
~' I was surpris~d at the -!llOVe,"
said Gopher forward Eric Strobel
later. "Iwabuchi has had a hot
hand lately. Once he got in, the
team played better and held us to
just one goal. ''
The move to change goalies
between the first and ~ econd
periods was not unexpected.
1wabuchi played exceptional goal
and North Dakota was able to
make a game of it.
The score went from 3-1 to 3-2.

ready to play some sound
eastern-style hockey after a
physical 4-2 loss against North
Dakota the night before.
"We lik_e a free-skating , wideopen game,'' Crowe said after the
North Dakota contest. "It's · a
shame they (the Sioux) play that
way (physically). They could be
a great hockey team. "
Saturday afternoon Crowe got
his wish for a wide-open contest
as east met east with eastern officials, while later the western
squads fought , kicked, bit, punched and screamed for the championship.
Buddy Teevens, who had an
excellent tournament, Dennis
Hughes (power play ) and Mark
Bedard provided the third period
goals to give Dartmouth its 7-3
romp. It was the most goals
scored against the Wildcats since
their 9-5 lQss to RPI in January.
It was not to be UNH's
weekend. Just two weeks ago_ NCAA HOCKEY, page 23

When East takes on West,
it's a whole new game
By Lee Hunsaker
When east meets west in the
annual supposedly gala event
known as the NCAA champion~hips, there is a contrast of
styles, true. But the comparisons
don't end there.
A four-day weekend in Detroit
gives one a different look of
hockey, among other things,
which. won't quickly leave.
The most obvious difference
between east and west is in the ·
_,.- style of hockey. Along the
seaboard, the emphasis is placed
on skills: passing, skating and
shooting. Out west, though not as
pronounced, these skills are also
attended to. But other things are
also emphasized - mostly hitting .
And not all the hitting is legal.
Ask Frank Barth, who was
sidelined midway through the first
game (against Minnesota) when
-a Golden Gopher two-hander
across his chest injured his ribs.
Or ask Ross Yantzi, who
received Don Micheletti's buttend while circling behind Greg
Moffett's net and then was pulled
down by a stick across his neck.
But to say all of -the west's hitting is like that would not be true.
Though the three games involving weste~n teams (the last
being a wild, all-out championship bout) did feature the typical
hit-him-when - the ref's-not-looking tactics, they also entailed a
legitimate physical game. _
Against 'New Hampshire, the
Gophers encountered trouble as
their physical play didn't disturb
the Wildcat§ as much as they
thought it would.
·
"It didn't seem to bother
anyone," said Ralph Cox. "Our problem was we weren't skating
;n the beginning." Once UNH did
~et its legs, it was a wide open affair.
"It was a chippy · hockey
<

_game," said Sean Coady, "but I
don't think their size <Minnesota
averaged 6'0, 183 pounds) intimidated us. Once we gof going,
we played even with them. ' '
According to Gopher head
cnach Herb Brooks, the game
wasn't physical at all (at least not
in western terms) and Minnesota
ended up resorting to an eastern
prowess - speea - to win the
game.
The speed came in 5'10", 175pound junior Eric Strobel, who
netted his fourth hat trick of the
season to-1 ead the-Gophers.
Though the game itself was uncharacteristic in terms of play
for the all-Minnesota born team,
the ending wasn't.
North Dakota head coach John
"Gino" Gasparini said the reason
for UND's heavy hitting against
Dartmouth was to negate the Big
Green's speed.
"They came at us for 60
minutes at a lOQ miles an hour,"
he said. "You have to plug up the
holes when thef re motoring like
that. Boy, could they skate."
Naturally. It's the most important trait in the east. Speed. Out
west it's more of an added plus if
your team has it, no loss if it
doesn't. UND didn't have it, but
that fact didn't bother them . . .
much.
·
"In our league, we don't run into people who swing like that,"
said Mark Taylor, UND's second
leading scorer and
alltournament team member. "It's
almost a European swing type of
thing (center-ice play). It was
frustrating for us. You think the
guy's t-0 your side and before you
know it he's swinging behind you
breaking. We had to slow them
down."
Yet, the physical play didn't
produce as UND thought it would.
The Big Green answered with
physical play of_ its own

(especially from def enseman
Bob Grant) and it would take the
Fighting Sioux's forechecking
(Dartmouth's great asset in the
ECAC playoffs) to dissolve Dartmouth's advance.
The 4-2 contest was enough,
however, for Dartmouth coach
George Crowe .to air his opinions.
"In the east, they would have
spent the game in the penalty
box," h~ said. "Our team was
getting a stick on the head, a
punch in the mouth. But I guess if
the whole team does that, the refs
can't call all of it.
''They (UND) do shoot the puck
a lot better than us and are strong
skaters." he continued. "I perEAST-WEST, page 23

A ~~seball sits in da!llpened StJlendor on Brackett Field,
wa1tmg for the warm wmds of sprmg to dry the diamond out in
time for the start of the baseball season, two weeks from today.
<Art Illman photo)
_

Daniels: A confident captain
By Pete Hearne
"I haven't been that successful," says Grover Daniels, captain and four-year veteran of the
UNH ski team. "To be successful, I'd have had to have done as
well as I could do."
Success, in this case, must be in
the e . es of the beholder. In four

Grover Daniels

years, Daniels has yvon more ski
carnivals than any other UNH
skier. His first, as a freshman,
was the giant slalom race at the
Dartmouth Carnival. In 1977, he
won the dual slalom at St.
Lawrence, last year he won the
giant slalom at Williams College,
and this year he won it again.
I~ddition, at the NCAAs two
weeks ago, he finished fifth and
tenth in the two alpine events. To
top it all off, he was named
second-team All-American this
year, after having been named to
the All-East team for four years.
According to coach Paul Berton, Daniels ranks among the top
40 giant slalom skiers in the country, and in the top 20 in the east.
Skiing has always come
naturally to Daniels, a Newton,
Ma. native. He started skiing
when he was three years old,
learning at Pleasant Mountain in
Bridgton, Maine.
"I've been skiing every

weekend of my life," he adds,
"plus vacation." Does he ever get
tired of skiing? "By the time
sp~i~? rolls around, I'm ready to
qmt.
..
.S itting in the comfortable,
good-sized house he and several
other students share on Mill
Road, Daniels talks about his
skiing and about UNH. He speaks
deliberately, choosing his words
thoughtfully.
"I don't regret not skiing for.an
NCAA championship team," he
reflects. "Besides, who's to say
what would have happened. I
might have quit by now at \}VM ."
Although originally coming to
college because it seemed to him
the likely thing tq do, Daniels now
considers UNH a "really :worthwhile experience."
"I was always told that college
teaches you to think, and now I
believe it's true." One partic1;Jlar
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